Funding Opportunities for International Students
Prior to/While Applying for Graduate School

ACM SIGHPC Computational & Data Science Fellowships. These $15,000 fellowships seek to increase the diversity of students pursuing graduate degrees in data science and computational science. Specifically targeted at women or students from racial/ethnic backgrounds that have not traditionally participated in the computing field, the program is open to students pursuing degrees at institutions anywhere in the world. For the purposes of these fellowships, “computational science” encompasses any program of study where computational modeling and simulation serve as the primary methods for conducting research, typically in a field other than computer science (e.g., computational chemistry, wildfire modeling, computational hydrodynamics). Similarly, “data science” relies on computational analysis of large-scale data as the basis for research (e.g., ecological informatics, financial analytics). Preference will be given to candidates whose background is from disciplines other than computer science and who can bring new perspectives to computational/data science. Preference will be given to students who are still early in their studies. Each fellowship recipient will receive a stipend prior to the start of their first academic term after August 1. This stipend is intended to augment, not replace, the support already being provided by the institution. Recipients will receive the stipend annually for up to 2 years, as long as they are deemed to be making appropriate progress in the degree program (progress will be evaluated annually by ACM SIGHPC based on a brief report from each recipient). If additional funding becomes available, fellowship winners may be given the opportunity to receive extended support (through the completion of the degree, but not more than four years total). Deadline April 30th. https://www.sighpc.org/fellowships

American Association of University Women (AAUW) International Fellowships. Fellowships ($18,000-30,000) are awarded for full-time study or research in the United States to women who are not U.S. citizens or permanent residents. Both graduate and postgraduate studies at accredited U.S. institutions are supported. Applicants must have earned the equivalent of a U.S. bachelor’s degree by the application deadline and must have applied to their proposed institutions of study by the time of the application. Up to five International Master’s/First Professional Degree Fellowships are renewable for a second year; fellows will receive application information for this competitive program. Recipients are selected for academic achievement and demonstrated commitment to women and girls. Recipients return to their home countries to become leaders in business, government, academia, community activism, the arts or scientific fields. Applications are due November 15th. https://www.aauw.org/resources/programs/fellowships-grants/current-opportunities/

Asian Cultural Council Graduate Scholarship. ACC gives a small number of scholarships each year to students who have been admitted to a graduate degree program in the U.S. in an eligible field [mostly in the arts]. This funding may be used for travel and living expenses, but it will not be sufficient to cover full tuition costs. Applicants who have not yet received an admissions offer are welcome to apply, but ACC must receive proof of admission before funding can be awarded. Priority is given to applicants who choose to study abroad because comparable programs are not available in their home country, and to those working in fields that are underrepresented in their home country. Applicants may request up to three years of funding in their initial application. Multiyear awards will be made, but continued payments are dependent on the student remaining in good academic standing and meeting ACC reporting requirements. March deadline. https://www.asianculturalcouncil.org/our-work/programs/fellowships-and-grants/graduate-scholarship

CONACYT Graduate Fellowship Program. Some US universities have entered into agreement with the Mexican National Council for Science and Technology (CONACYT) to support Mexican nationals admitted
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**Fulbright Foreign Student Program.** Administered by binational Fulbright Commissions/Foundations or U.S. Embassies, the program enables graduate students, young professionals, and artists from abroad to study and conduct research in the United States. The Fulbright Foreign Student Program operates in more than 155 countries worldwide and approximately 4,000 foreign students receive Fulbright scholarships each year. All Foreign Student Program applications are processed by these offices and then the three sponsor agencies (IIE, Amideast, Laspau). Program eligibility and selection procedures vary widely by country. Consult the Fulbright website to find more information about Fulbright in your home country including eligibility requirements and application guidelines. To be eligible, home country must be listed here: https://foreign.fulbrightonline.org/apply.

**Leakey Foundation**

Franklin Mosher Baldwin Memorial Fellowships are intended for students with citizenship in a country where there are limited opportunities for advanced training and education in fields of research related to human origins. This program makes it possible for scholars to pursue education or training from an institution outside of their home country. This award is for a program of approved, advanced special training or studies leading towards an MA or PhD. It is limited to two years of support. The maximum award is limited to $15,000 per year. Due March 1st. https://leakeyfoundation.org/grants/baldwins/

Joan Cogswell Donner Field School Scholarship provides up to $2,000 towards field school tuition for students who are from countries with limited resources to support training in fieldwork related to human origins research. Recipients must be enrolled in an undergraduate or graduate program in a country where there are limited resources for academic development. Students from these countries may be enrolled in a university undergraduate or graduate program outside their home country as well. Awarded year round. https://leakeyfoundation.org/grants/fieldschool/

**Louisville Institute Doctoral Fellowship.** The program encourages current Ph.D./Th.D. students to consider theological education as their vocation. The Institute awards two-year Doctoral Fellowships of $3,000 per year. In addition, Fellows constitute a peer learning cohort that meets six times over a two-year period. March 1st deadline. https://louisville-institute.org/programs-grants-and-fellowships/fellowships/doctoral-fellowship/

**Margaret McNamara Education Grants (MMEG) US and Canada Program.** Our mission is to assist women from developing countries who are pursuing their education with the aim of improving the lives of women and children in their countries. Self-identifying women who are from eligible countries, at least 25 years-old, and enrolled in eligible universities (as certificate, undergrad, grad, or postdoc students) are welcome to apply. Applicant must already be enrolled as a full-time student, with relevant student visa in national passport, and plan to continue studying full time in the following academic year; not hold US citizenship or permanent residency (green card) or Canadian citizenship or Canadian landed immigrant status. In past years, grants of up to $15,000 have been awarded. January deadline. https://www.mmeg.org/apply

**P.E.O. International Peace Scholarship.** The programs provide financial assistance to women from outside the United States and Canada who are seeking advanced degrees from an accredited college or university in the U.S. or Canada with the expectation that students will return to their home countries to utilize their education to make a positive impact and foster global peace. In order to qualify for her first scholarship, an applicant must have a full year of coursework remaining, be enrolled and in residence for the entire school year. Doctoral students who have completed coursework and are working only on dissertations are not eligible as first-time applicants. The maximum amount awarded to a student is $12,500. Lesser amounts may be awarded according to individual needs. Eligibility forms are due in December. Full applications are due in March for current graduate students and in April for incoming graduate students. https://www.peointernational.org/ips
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Academy of Korean Studies Fellowship Program. Foreign scholars in the humanities and social sciences who are currently engaged in Korea-related teaching and research are eligible to apply. This includes those who have Korean nationality with permanent residence status in foreign countries. Doctoral candidates who have completed all academic requirements except for their dissertation from institutions outside of Korea may also apply to carry out dissertation research. Approximately $1500 + airfare + discounted housing. Two to six months in duration. Summer deadline. http://intl.aks.ac.kr/english/usr/wap/detail.do?app=10006&seq=11564

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics / Eat Right Foundation Research Grants. Named opportunities range from the $1,000 Julie O'Sullivan Maillot Research Grant (valuing diatetics) to several at $5,000. Larger grants are: the Vegetarian Nutrition Dietetic Practice Group Grant ($10,000); Ann Hertzler Memorial Research Grant (annual theme) and the Colgate Palmolive Fellowship in Nutrition, Oral Health/Dental Education (master’s or doctoral students), both $15,000; the Jean Hankin Nutritional Epidemiology Research Grant and the Diabetes DPG Karen Goldstein Memorial Grant, both of which are $20,000. Feb. 1 deadline. https://www.eatrightfoundation.org/foundation/apply-for-funding/grants

Acoustical Society of America. Raymond H. Stetson Scholarship in Phonetics and Speech Production. Two fellowships for graduate study and research in scientific areas related to the field of phonetics and speech production. An applicant shall be a member of the Society at the application deadline for the Stetson Scholarship. Evidence of good academic standing in a graduate degree program during the entire scholarship term is also required. Financial need is not a consideration. The award for each scholarship consists of a $30,000 stipend plus up to $3,000 in travel expenses for one academic year to attend meetings of the Acoustical Society of America. Deadline in April. https://acousticalsociety.org/fellowships-and-scholarships/

Adobe

Ph.D. Fellowships support graduate student research in the areas of artificial intelligence & machine learning; AR, VR & 360 photography; audio; computer vision, imaging & video; content intelligence; data intelligence; document intelligence; graphics (2D & 3D); human computer interaction; intelligent agents & assistants; natural language processing; and systems & languages. Fellows are mentored by Adobe researchers. The fellowship offers support for one year. Recipients are selected based on their research (creative, impactful, important, and realistic in scope), how their work would contribute to Adobe, their technical skills (ability to build complex computer programs), and their personal skills (problem-solving ability, communication, leadership, organizational skills, and ability to work in teams). Award includes $10,000, a Creative Cloud subscription membership for one year, and an opportunity to interview for an internship at Adobe. September Deadline. https://research.adobe.com/fellowship/

Women-in-Technology Scholarships recognize outstanding female undergraduate and master’s students studying artificial intelligence/machine learning, data science, computer science, or mobile/web development. The scholarship provides support for one year. Award includes $10,000, a Creative Cloud subscription membership for one year, and an opportunity to interview for an internship at Adobe. September Deadline. https://research.adobe.com/scholarship/

Airport Cooperative Research Program (ACRP) Graduate Research Award on Public Sector Aviation Issues. Fellowships support graduate applied research on airport and related aviation system issues by individuals who may become the future airport managers, operators, designers, and policymakers in aviation. It supports applied research to help the public sector continue to improve the quality, reliability, safety, and security of the U.S. civil aviation system well into the foreseeable future. Fellowships are for one year. Fellows receive $12,000. Fellows must be US or Canadian citizens, permanent residents, or current student visa holders. Due May 15th. http://www.trb.org/ACRP/GraduateResearchAwards.aspx
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Alexander von Humboldt Foundation. German Chancellor Fellowship for Prospective Leaders Fellowships are for young, prospective leaders from Brazil, China, India, Russia, South Africa, or the USA who have already acquired initial leadership experience in a sector such as politics, economics, the media, administration, and culture. Fellows conduct independent projects at a host institution, network with other prospective leaders from abroad, and explore new solutions to the global issues of our times. Fellows participate in a two-month intensive German language course prior to the start of the fellowship. At the start of the fellowship year, fellows participate in a four-week introductory seminar in Bonn and Berlin, followed by 11 months of individual project work. The fellowship term is for 1 year with the possibility of extension for up to 3 months. Applicants must hold old American, Brazilian, Chinese, Indian, Russian, or South African citizenship. Fellows receive €2,170-€2,770 monthly stipend depending on the Fellow’s qualifications as well as €500 per month research to be paid to the host in Germany. October deadline. https://www.humboldt-foundation.de/web/german-chancellor-fellowship.html

American Academy of Religion (AAR) International Dissertation Research Grants. The program is designed to support AAR student members whose dissertation research requires them to travel outside of the country in which their school or university is located. Grants are intended to help candidates complete their doctoral degrees by offsetting costs of travel, lodging, and other dissertation research-related expenses. $5,000 for each award. Grant monies may not be used for tuition, computer hardware, or meals. Applicants for International Dissertation Research Grants must have been AAR student members for at least two years and must have completed all requirements for the doctoral degree except the dissertation. Current AAR membership is required to be eligible to participate in the International Dissertation Research Grants program. Deadline in December. https://www.aarweb.org/AARMBR/Who-We-Are-/Grant-Programs-/Research-Grants-/International-Dissertation-Research-Grants.aspx

American Epilepsy Society (AES) Pre-doctoral Research Fellowships support predoctoral students who are pursuing dissertation research with an epilepsy-relevant theme, and who are working under the guidance of a mentor with expertise in epilepsy research. Proposals are welcomed across the spectrum of basic, translational, and clinical research. US citizenship is not required. $30,000. Deadline is in January. https://cms.aesnet.org/research-funding/funding/early-career/predoctoral-research-fellowships

American Heart Association Predoctoral Fellowship. The AHA seeks to enhance the integrated research and clinical training of promising students who are matriculated in pre-doctoral or clinical health professional degree training programs and who intend careers as scientists, physician-scientists or other clinician-scientists, or related careers aimed at improving global cardiovascular, cerebrovascular and brain health. At the time of application, the applicant must be enrolled full-time in a post-baccalaureate Ph.D., M.D., D.O., D.V.M., Pharm.D., D.D.S., Dr.P.H., or Ph.D. in nursing, public health, or equivalent clinical health science program. At the time of award activation, the candidate must have completed initial coursework and be at the stage of the program where they can devote full-time effort to research or activities related to the development into an independent researcher. NIH stipend + $4,000 for health insurance. Renewable for a second year. Deadline in September. https://professional.heart.org/en/research-programs/application-information/predoctoral-fellowship

American Institute for Sri Lankan Studies (AISLS) Dissertation Planning Grants enable graduate students intending to do doctoral research in Sri Lanka to make a pre-dissertation visit to Sri Lanka to investigate the feasibility of their topic, to sharpen their research design, or to make other practical arrangements for future research. Applicants must be enrolled at an American university, or they may be US citizens enrolled at a foreign university. Benefits include a per diem of $560/week, for a period up to eight weeks and reimbursement for roundtrip airfare between the United States and Colombo, for an amount up to $2,000. Applications due on December 1st. http://www.aisls.org/grants/aisls-dissertation-planning-grant/

American Institute of Bangladesh Studies Fellowships for Bangladesh Citizens. For Bangladeshi graduate students studying in the U.S., these fellowships are intended to help PhD and Master’s students meet
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Expenses related to scholarly research and creative endeavors in Bangladesh. Research projects must be from one of the following disciplines: Humanities and Sciences, Social Sciences, Education and Public Health, Music and Fine Arts, Social Policies and Management, or other relevant fields and interdisciplinary studies. The maximum award amount is $3,000. Awards will only fund research project related expenses in Bangladesh.

https://aibs.net/fellowships/fellowships-for-bangladesh-citizens/

American Institute of Indian Studies (AIIS) Research Fellowships. AIIS welcomes applicants from a wide variety of disciplines. In addition to applicants in the Humanities and Social Sciences, AIIS encourages applicants in fields such as Development Studies, Natural Resources Management, Public Health, and Regional Planning. Junior Research Fellowships are available to doctoral candidates at U.S. universities in all fields of study, for periods of up to eleven (11) months. Dependents allowance will be given for up to two dependents as long as they remain with the fellow in India at least six months. Under exceptional circumstances, an applicant for a junior fellowship who is a U.S. citizen may request up to five months of language instruction prior to commencing dissertation research. The request for language training should be integrated into the project proposal. Unrestricted citizenship. ~$880 monthly (stipend + research/travel). Applications due November 15. http://www.indiastudies.org/research-fellowship-programs/research-fellowship-application-packet/

American Institute of the History of Pharmacy (AIHP) PhD Research Support Grant Program is designed to provide financial support for doctoral students pursuing academic research related to the broadly defined history of pharmacy and pharmaceuticals. The Program offers grants up to $2,000 to cover research expenses not normally covered by the student's university as described in more detail at the link above. The AIHP PhD Research Support Grant Program is open to all PhD students enrolled in a university based in the United States, regardless of department or discipline. The student need not be an American citizen; nor does the research topic need to be in the field of American history. The research must be clearly and significantly related to the history of pharmacy or pharmaceuticals, broadly defined. Due April 1st. https://aihp.org/awards-grants/grants/aihp-phd-grant/


Lewis and Clark Fund for Exploration and Field Research in Astrobiology funds studies in any area of interest to astrobiology. Astrobiology is the study of the origin, evolution, distribution, and future of life on Earth and in the universe. It encompasses research in, among others, the fields of astronomy, chemistry, evolutionary biology, field and population biology, geology, microbiology, molecular biology, oceanography, paleontology, and planetary science. Amounts will depend on travel costs but will ordinarily be in the range of several hundred dollars up to about $5,000. The competition is open to U.S. citizens, U.S. permanent residents, and foreign nationals formally affiliated with a U.S.-based institution, who may carry out research anywhere in the world. Due February 1st. https://www.amphilsoc.org/grants/lewis-and-clark-fund-exploration-and-field-research-astrobiology

Predoctoral Fellowships are 12-month residential fellowship intended for an advanced Ph.D. student working toward the completion of the dissertation. Applications are open to scholars in all related fields and all periods of time, although preference will be given to those who have experience working with Indigenous communities. Stipend of $25,000 + desk space and $5,000 travel funds. Applications due late January. https://www.amphilsoc.org/grants/mellon-foundation-native-american-scholars-initiative-nasi-fellowships

Phillips Fund for Native American Research provides grants for research in Native American linguistics, ethnohistory, and the history of studies of Native Americans, in the continental United States and Canada. The grants are intended for such costs as travel, audio and video recordings, and consultants’ fees. The
average award is about $3,000; grants do not exceed $3,500. March deadline. https://www.amphilsoc.org/grants/phillips-fund-native-american-research

**American Psychological Association and American Psychological Foundation. Wayne F. Placek Grant**

encourages research that addresses the following topics: heterosexuals’ attitudes and behaviors toward lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) people, including prejudice, discrimination, and violence; family and workplace issues relevant to LGBT people; special concerns of sectors of the LGBT population that have historically been underrepresented in scientific research. ~$10,000. Must be either a doctoral-level researcher or graduate student affiliated with an educational institution or a 501(c)(3) nonprofit research organization. Graduate students and early career researchers are encouraged to apply with no citizenship restrictions. March deadline. http://www.apa.org/apf/funding/placek.aspx

**American Research Institute in Turkey (ARIT) Fellowships in the Humanities and Social Sciences.**

The ARIT invites applications for its fellowships in the humanities and social sciences in Turkey. These support research into ancient, medieval, or modern times in Turkey, in any field of the humanities and social sciences. ARIT offers research and study facilities as well as connections with colleagues, institutions, and authorities through its branch centres in Istanbul and Ankara. Grants for tenures up to one academic year will be considered; applications for projects of shorter duration, as brief as one or two months, are also supported. Due November 1st. https://aritweb.org/fellowships/arit-research-fellowships/

**American Scandinavian Foundation (ASF). Awards for Scandinavians.**

ASF offers over $500,000 in funding to Scandinavians to undertake study or research programs at the graduate and post-graduate level in the United States for up to one year. Candidates for awards from Iceland, Finland, Norway, and Sweden are recommended to ASF by our cooperating organizations. In order to apply submit applications to the appropriate cooperative organization including The League of Finnish-American Societies (SAM), The Icelandic-American Society, The Norway-America Association, and The Swedish-Fulbright Commission. ASF accepts applications directly from Danish students who wish to study or conduct research in the United States. Contact ASF’s cooperating organizations for specific information regarding eligibility, award size and application deadlines. https://www.amscan.org/fellowships-and-grants/

**American Sociological Association (ASA). Martin P. Levine Memorial Dissertation Fellowship.**

Established to honor Martin Levine’s memory, who died of AIDS in 1993, the fellowship provides funds to a graduate student (and an honorable mention) in the final stages of dissertation research and writing, who is working on one (or more) of the following topics to which Levine devoted his career: 1) the sociology of sexualities, 2) the sociology of homosexuality (now LGBTQIA2S+ Studies), and 3) HIV/AIDS research. This fellowship is designed to help students complete their dissertations, and, as such, the committee evaluates dissertation proposals rather than completed work. The maximum award amount is $3,000. The deadline is in April. https://www.asanet.org/communities-sections/sections/section-award-nomination-calls#sexualities

**Armenian Students’ Association Scholarships.**

The Association encourages educational pursuits by Armenians in America and the raising of their intellectual standards, provide financial assistance in the form of scholarships and loans to deserving Armenian students, develop fellowship among them, cultivate in them the spirit of service in the public interest, and acquaint them and the entire American community with Armenian culture. Full-time students of Armenian ancestry are eligible to apply for scholarships of $500 to $1,500 per year. Applicants should either have US citizenship or have the appropriate visa status. March deadline. http://www.asainc.org/national/scholarships.shtml

**Asian Cultural Council Individual Fellowship Program** supports individuals—or up to two collaborators—pursuing research or creative inquiry across cultures. This may take the form of observation tours, specialized training, dissertation fieldwork, or other non-commercial creative, scholarly, or professional activity. As in all ACC programs, the emphasis is on process-driven activities that enable cultural immersion,
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dialogue, relationship-building, collaboration, or the exchange of knowledge among peers. March deadline.  
https://www.asianculturalcouncil.org/our-work/programs/fellowships-and-grants/individual-fellowship

Association for Computing Machinery (ACM). Doctoral Dissertation Award. One (possibly two) 
nomination per institution. The program recognizes and encourages superior research and writing by doctoral 
candidates in computer science and engineering. $20,000 prize. October 31st deadline. 
https://awards.acm.org/doctoral-dissertation/nominations

Bard Graduate Center (BGC) Fields of the Future Fellowship and Mentorship Program. These 
fellowships—for both scholars and artists—reflect our commitment to explore and expand the sources, 
techniques, voices, and questions of interdisciplinary humanities scholarship from different perspectives. BGC 
recognizes the past in its own terms to better understand where the future has come from. We invite applicants to 
submit projects that they think map the fields of the future. In an effort to promote necessary diversity and 
include the fields of decorative arts, design history, and material culture, we particularly wish to encourage 
applicants from historically underrepresented groups and/or projects of related thematic focus. The fellowships 
are intended to fund collections-based research at Bard Graduate Center or elsewhere in New York City, as 
well as writing, reading, and creative projects in which being part of our dynamic research environment is 
independently valuable. Doctoral students of exceptional promise are encouraged to apply. Artists at any career 
stage may apply, but applicants should not be enrolled in full-time undergraduate or graduate programs. All 
qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color, religion, sex, 
mental, or physical disability, age, sexual orientation, gender identity, national origin, familial status, veteran 
status, or genetic information. $14,000. December 1 deadline. https://www.bgc.bard.edu/bgc-research-
fellowship

Bayer Falling Walls Female Science Talents. In our Intensive Track, we provide close support for 20 
exceptionally talented women in science. The goal is to increase their visibility and help them achieve a personal 
career breakthrough within one year. The selected champions get the opportunity to meet outstanding women 
leaders and are matched with high-profile mentors. They participate in intensive trainings both online and in-
person in Berlin. Regular meetings encourage the 20 women to build an international network for the purpose 
of peer learning, peer coaching, and mutual support. We promote the champions’ international visibility and 
impact by including their stories and achievements in Falling Walls Social Media campaigns, and having them 
speak in a public event set during the Berlin Science Week in November each year. November deadline. 

Boston College’s African & African Diaspora Studies Program (AADS) dissertation fellowship 
competition is open to scholars working in any discipline in the Social Sciences or Humanities, with projects 
focusing on any topic within African and/or African Diaspora Studies, are eligible to apply. We seek applicants 
pursuing innovative, preferably interdisciplinary, projects in dialogue with critical issues and trends within the 
field. Eligible applicants must be currently enrolled in a PhD Program and be ABD by the start of the fellowship 
year. US Citizens, Permanent Residents and International Students are encouraged to apply. The fellow will 
have full access to BC’s seven libraries as well as several rare book and manuscript collections as well as an 
optional Apprenticeship in College Teaching and Dissertation Bootcamp. $30,000 stipend + research and 
moving costs. January deadline. https://www.bc.edu/bc-web/schools/mcas/sites/aads.html

Canadian Centre for Architecture (CCA) Curatorial Internships. The program is designed to share the 
CCA’s expertise with students and young professionals in architecture, the design disciplines, the arts, the 
humanities, and cultural studies who are interested in exploring editorial and curatorial work in architecture. 
Selected candidates will have the opportunity to become acquainted with the CCA’s curatorial approach—in 
particular its collection, exhibitions, editorial projects, and research programs—through a nine-month 
internship in Montréal beginning in the fall. We accept applications from students and young professionals in 
arbitration, design, the arts, humanities, and cultural studies, regardless of citizenship and place of residence, 
as long as you are thirty years of age or younger on 1 January of the year of application. We expect interns to
have completed or be enrolled in a university-level program. $22,500 CAD. February deadline.
http://www.cca.qc.ca/en/38803/curatorial-internships

Carter G. Woodson Institute.

Pre-Doctoral Fellowship. A two-year residential fellowship for pre-doctoral students whose work focuses on Africa and/or the African Diaspora. Scholars selected for the fellowship will relocate to the University of Virginia in Charlottesville, Virginia to join a cohort of interdisciplinary scholars. Fellows receive funding for two years (beginning August 1, 2023, and ending July 31, 2025). This includes an annual stipend of $24,000, plus health insurance. Due December 1st. https://woodson.as.virginia.edu/predoc

Post-Doctoral Fellowship. A two-year residential fellowship for post-doctoral students whose work focuses on Africa and/or the African Diaspora. Scholars selected for the fellowship will relocate to the University of Virginia in Charlottesville, Virginia to join a cohort of interdisciplinary scholars. Fellows receive funding for two years teaching (beginning August 1, 2023, and ending July 31, 2025). In addition to research, post-doctoral will have teaching responsibilities. The fellowship carries the title of Lecturer and pays an annual (12 month) salary of $47,500, plus full-time benefits. Due December 1st.
https://woodson.as.virginia.edu/postdoc

Center for Advanced Study in the Visual Arts Predoctoral Dissertation Fellowship Program offers multiple fellowships to support advanced graduate research in the history, theory, and criticism of art, architecture, urbanism, and photographic media. Application for a predoctoral dissertation fellowship may be made only through nomination by the chair of a graduate department of art history or other appropriate department. To be eligible, the nominee must have completed all departmental requirements, including coursework, residency, and general and preliminary examinations, before November 15, 2022. Certification in two languages other than English is required. Candidates must be either United States citizens or enrolled in a university in the United States. https://www.nga.gov/research/casva/fellowships/predoctoral-dissertation-fellowships.html

Center for Engaged Scholarship. Dissertation Fellowships. Ph.D students in the social sciences who have already completed all departmental and institutional requirements for the degree, including approval of the dissertation proposal are eligible. The only requirement not completed must be the writing and where required, the defense, of the dissertation. Successful applicants receive a stipend of $25,000 paid out over a nine (9) month period. The CES fellowships are open to all enrolled Ph.D students who meet the fellowship qualifications, including foreign nationals and undocumented individuals. Deadline: December 15th.
https://cescholar.org/application-process

Center for Lesbian and Gay Studies (CLAGS)

CLAGS Fellowship Award of $2,000 to be given annually for a graduate student, an academic, or an independent scholar for work on a dissertation, a first book manuscript, or a second book manuscript. The CLAGS Fellowship is open to intellectuals contributing to the field of LGBTQ studies. Intended to give the scholar the most help possible in furthering their work, the fellowship will be able to be used for research, travel, or writing support. Deadline due November 23rd. http://clags.org/fellowships-and-awards3/#clagsfellowship

Duberman-Zal Fellowship of $2,500 named for CLAGS’ founder and first executive director, Martin Duberman, and partner, Eli Zal. This endowed fellowship is awarded to a graduate student, an independent scholar, or an adjunct from any country doing scholarly research on the lesbian/gay/bisexual/transgender/queer (LGBTQ) experience. Application due November 23rd.
http://clags.org/fellowships-and-awards3/#Duberman-Zal

Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) Internships. CSIS offers full-time and part-time internships for undergraduates, advanced students, and recent graduates who are interested in gaining practical experience in public policy. Interns participate in a variety of activities that support individual programs,
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**Chateaubriand fellowship** is a grant offered by the Embassy of France in the United States. It supports outstanding PhD students from U.S. institutions who wish to conduct part of their doctoral research in France for a period ranging from 4 to 9 months. Chateaubriand fellows are selected through a merit-based competition, with expert evaluation in France and in the United States. The Fellowship is divided into two subprograms: The Chateaubriand Fellowship in Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics & Biology-Health (STEM) and The Chateaubriand Fellowship in Humanities and Social Sciences (HSS). Includes a monthly stipend of €1500 and a round-trip ticket to France. US citizenship is not required; however, French citizens are not eligible. Deadline January 14th. [https://www.chateaubriand-fellowship.org/](https://www.chateaubriand-fellowship.org/)

**Confucius China Studies Program. The Research Ph.D. Fellowship** ranges from six months to two years and provides funding to U.S.-based students who wish to pursue doctoral research in China. **The Ph.D. in China Fellowship**, which ranges from three to four years, provides funding to students holding master’s degrees who wish to pursue their Ph.D. degree in China. Students from a wide range of academic areas focusing on China are encouraged to apply. Recipients of these fellowships will receive generous financial support throughout the duration of their time in China. The grant includes a living stipend, a research stipend, round-trip airfare to China, and coverage of travel and accommodation expenses for the pre-departure orientation at IIE’s headquarters in New York City. Applicants cannot hold a passport from Mainland China, Hong Kong, Macau, or Taiwan. Deadline April 8th. [https://www.iie.org/Programs/Confucius-China-Studies-Program](https://www.iie.org/Programs/Confucius-China-Studies-Program)

**DAAD (Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst - German Academic Exchange Service)**
The DAAD offers numerous opportunities to study and to do research in Germany; specifically, for graduate students. [https://daad.org](https://daad.org)

- **German Studies Research Grant.** For highly-qualified graduate students, who are nominated by their department/program chairs, the grant may be used for short-term research (one to two months) in Germany. It is designed to encourage research and promote the study of cultural, political, historical, economic, and social aspects of modern and contemporary German affairs from a multidisciplinary perspective. Deadlines are May 1 and November 1st.

- **University Summer Course Grant.** This program provides scholarships for three- to four-week summer courses at German universities which focus mainly on German language and literary, cultural, political, and economic aspects of modern and contemporary Germany. Extensive extracurricular programs complement and reinforce the core material.

- **Short-Term Research Grants.** Designed for highly qualified candidates who have completed a Master’s degree or those who have already completed a PhD (postdocs), these grants fund 1-6 months of research. The application portal for PhD and postdoc students is open June 30th – November 4th.

- **Research Grants – One-Year Grants.** Designed for highly qualified candidates who have completed a Master’s degree, these grants fund 7-12 months of research. Application portal opens June 30th. Deadlines vary by discipline.

**Davis-Putter Scholarship Fund** aids people active in movements for social and economic justice. These need-based scholarships are awarded to students who are able to do academic work at the college or university level or are enrolled in a trade or technical program and who are active in the progressive movement. US citizenship is not required but applicants must have participated in activities in the United States and be planning to enroll in an accredited program in the US in order to apply. There is a strong preference to award grants to students who are planning on staying in the United States and building the progressive movement there. The maximum grant available from the Davis-Putter Scholarship Fund is $15,000 per year. Due April 1st. [https://davisputter.org/apply-for-scholarships/](https://davisputter.org/apply-for-scholarships/)
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**Dedalus Foundation Dissertation Fellowship** is awarded annually to a PhD candidate at a university in the United States who is working on a dissertation related to painting, sculpture and allied arts from the twentieth century, with a preference shown to Abstract Expressionism. The fellowship carries a stipend of $25,000. Nominees need not be U.S. citizens. Due December 2nd. [https://dedalusfoundation.org/programs/fellowships-awards/view/dissertation-fellowship/](https://dedalusfoundation.org/programs/fellowships-awards/view/dissertation-fellowship/)

**Dumbarton Oaks Fellowships.** Available to Byzantine, Pre-Columbian, and Garden and Landscape scholars with a terminal degree (Fellowships) or degree candidates who have fulfilled all preliminary requirements for a terminal degree (Junior Fellowships) and awarded for an academic year or semester. Summer Fellowships are available to Byzantine and Pre-Columbian scholars at on any level of advancement beyond the first year of graduate (post-baccalaureate) study. Support includes a stipend of $21,000 for a Junior Fellow or $35,000 for a Fellow for the full academic year. Apply by November 1. [https://www.doaks.org/research/fellowships-and-awards/research-fellowships](https://www.doaks.org/research/fellowships-and-awards/research-fellowships)

**D. Kim Foundation for the History of Science and Technology in East Asia Dissertation Fellowships.** The Foundation provides fellowships and grants to support graduate students and young scholars who are working in the history of science and technology in modern East Asia, regardless of their nationality, origins, or gender. Comparative studies of East Asia and the West as well as studies in related fields (mathematics, medicine and public health) are also welcome. Dissertation Fellowships will be awarded annually to Ph.D. candidates who intend to finish their dissertations within a year or two. Applicants should include two (fairly complete, not rough) draft chapters with their application. Three or four fellowships (up to $25,000 each) will be awarded annually to Ph.D. candidates who intend to finish their dissertations within a year or two. Applications due December 1st. [http://dkimfoundation.org/wp1/fellowships/](http://dkimfoundation.org/wp1/fellowships/)

**Edmund S. Muskie Professional Fellowship Program** is a professional development program funded by the U.S. Department of State since 2015 that provides emerging leaders of the Fulbright Program from Eastern Europe, the Caucasus, and Central Asia with the opportunity to gain real-world experience complementing and enriching their graduate studies in the United States. Muskie Fellows show a commitment to developing practical skills and a deeper understanding of U.S. work culture, and readiness to use this experience to implement positive changes and make a long-lasting impact in their home countries. Participants will receive assistance securing a full-time summer internship. Costs to participate in the program are covered by the grant, and participants will receive a stipend to cover living expenses in the cities in which their internship takes place. Applicants must currently be a Fulbright Foreign Student and must be currently studying towards a graduate degree at a U.S. college or university. Applicants must be a citizen of one of the following countries: Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic, Moldova, the Russian Federation, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Ukraine, or Uzbekistan. [https://culturalvistas.org/muskie-2/](https://culturalvistas.org/muskie-2/)

**ETS Fellowship and Internships**

**Harold Gulliksen Psychometric Research Fellowship** provides funding for promising graduate students in psychometrics, or a related field, who are conducting innovative, applied research. Selected fellows will carry out their proposed research under the mentorship of their academic advisor and in consultation with their ETS mentors over the course of the funding. The fellowship begins with the selected fellows working on their research as part of the Summer RMS Internship Program, where they will be provided with guidance from ETS’s leading researchers. During the subsequent academic year, fellows study at their universities and carry out research under the supervision of an academic mentor and in consultation with their ETS mentor. Each fellow's university receives $20,000 to pay a stipend to the fellow, $8,000 to defray the fellow's tuition, fees and work-study program commitments, and a small grant to facilitate work on the fellow's research project. Preliminary application materials due in January. [https://www.ets.org/research/internship-fellowship/gulliksen](https://www.ets.org/research/internship-fellowship/gulliksen)

**Summer Research and Measurement Sciences (RMS) Internship Program for Graduate Students.** Interns work with experts who are nationally and internationally known as thought leaders, trusted advisors and go-to collaborators for their high-impact work addressing significant educational and societal...
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goals. ETS staff in RMS have expertise in psychology, education, psychometrics, measurement, statistics, cognitive or learning sciences and data science. Doctoral students who have completed at least two years in one of these areas or a related field are encouraged to apply. Interns who are accepted into the program will collaborate with scientists on projects related to these topics and will participate in data analysis, writing and other research tasks. Upon the completion of the program, interns will have the opportunity to present your findings to teams across R&D. Interns receive $8,000 in compensation. Due in February. 

ETS® AI Labs™ Summer Internship Program: The ETS® AI Labs™ work drives the innovation and development of teaching and learning technologies that are grounded in research and powered by next-generation AI. The Labs are dedicated to working closely with end-users to uncover real-world needs, and co-designing and prototyping solutions to meet those needs. Interns accepted into the ETS AI Labs summer program will participate in user needs, discovery and exploration, solution ideation and validation, capability and prototype development, iterative user validation and data-driven solution optimization. Interns receive $12,000 in compensation. February deadline. 

Environmental Research & Education Foundation (EREF). Scholarships are awarded by EREF to recognize excellence in master’s and doctoral waste management research and education. Applications from students outside the United States or studying abroad will receive equal consideration. Applicants must have a clearly demonstrated interest in solid waste management research. EREF defines solid waste management to pertain to municipal solid waste, construction & demolition waste, industrial waste (e.g., coal ash), WTE ash, etc. Note this definition does not include agricultural wastes or wastewater treatment plant sludge. Doctoral scholarships are awarded up to $15,000 per year, paid monthly, and can be extended for up to 3 years from the initial award date. Master’s scholarships are awarded up to $7,500 per year and can be extended for up to 2 years from the initial award date. Scholarship renewal is dependent upon satisfactory progress as determined by the student’s academic advisor. 

Gerda Henkel Foundation PhD Scholarships. The foundation provides financial support for the historical humanities. In line with one of the founder’s wishes, a special focus of the Gerda Henkel Foundation is support for up-and-coming scholars. Special attention is made when approving grants to enable qualified young researchers of both sexes to conduct scientific work for a limited period of time and in order to improve their academic training. As part of its Ph.D. program, the Foundation seeks to promote highly-qualified new academic talent. Only those candidates are considered whose study achievements and exam performances show them to be especially gifted and whose Ph.D. theses can be expected to yield well above-average results. Fellows receive a monthly scholarship award of 1,600 euros. The funding period is up to two years. In justified cases, the scholarship period can be extended for up to 12 months if an extension application is made before the end of the second year of funding. Applications accepted throughout the year. 

Getty Foundation Pre- and Postdoctoral Fellowships are intended for emerging scholars to complete work on projects related to the Getty Research Institute's annual research theme or the African American Art History Initiative. Recipients may be in residence at the Getty Research Institute or Getty Villa, where they pursue research projects, complete their dissertations, or expand dissertation for publication. Fellows make use of the Getty collections, join in a weekly meeting devoted to the annual theme, and participate in the intellectual life of the Getty. Getty Predoctoral Fellowships are for nine months from late-September to late-June and receive a stipend of $30,000. Getty Postdoctoral Fellowships are for nine months from late-September to late-June and receive a stipend of $35,000. Both fellowships may provide a workspace at the Getty Research Institute or the Getty Villa, an apartment in the Getty scholar housing complex, a travel stipend, and healthcare options. These terms apply as of June 2022 and the terms and length of grants are subject to change. Health and safety guidelines for grantees may also be imposed. Due October 3rd.
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**Google PhD Fellowship.** Limited competition (up to four from a university), the program was created to recognize outstanding graduate students doing exceptional and innovative research in areas relevant to computer science and related fields. Fellowships support promising PhD candidates of all backgrounds who seek to influence the future of technology. Google’s mission is to foster inclusive research communities and encourages people of diverse backgrounds to apply. Students receive named Fellowships which include a monetary award. The funds are given directly to the university to be distributed to cover the student’s expenses and stipend as appropriate. The funds are given as an unrestricted gift, and it is Google’s policy not to pay for overhead on unrestricted gifts. In addition, the student will be matched with a Google Research Mentor who we hope will become a valuable resource to the student. Fellowship recipients are not subject to intellectual property restrictions unless they complete an internship at Google. Fellowship recipients serving an internship are subject to the same intellectual property and other contractual obligations as any other Google intern. If a Fellowship student is interested, an internship at Google is encouraged, but not guaranteed or required. The fellowship includes Full tuition and fees (enrollment fees, health insurance, books) plus a stipend to be used for living expenses, travel and personal equipment. Applicants must have completed graduate coursework by the Fall of the award year, when the Fellowship begins. Deadline in September. [https://grad.uic.edu/funding-awards/other-funding/googlephd/](https://grad.uic.edu/funding-awards/other-funding/googlephd/)

**Graham Foundation, Carter Manny Awards.** The only predoctoral award dedicated exclusively to architectural scholarship, the Carter Manny Award recognizes emerging scholars whose work promises to challenge and reshape contemporary discourse and impact the field at large. Eligible dissertation projects must focus on architecture, though scholarly investigations may be grounded in a range of academic disciplines and fields of inquiry that align with the mission of the Graham Foundation. These include: architecture and architectural history; art and art history; design; engineering; landscape architecture; urbanism; and other related fields. The award assists students enrolled in graduate programs in architecture, art history, the fine arts, humanities, and the social sciences working on architecture topics. Limited number of nominations per institution. Deadline in November. [http://www.grahamfoundation.org/grant_programs/?mode=award](http://www.grahamfoundation.org/grant_programs/?mode=award)

**Hagley Museum.** [https://www.hagley.org/research/grants-fellowships](https://www.hagley.org/research/grants-fellowships)

*Exploratory grants* are limited to one week and are designed to give scholars the opportunity determine if a longer research visit is warranted while the *Henry Belin du Pont research grants* fund up to eight weeks of intensive use of the collections. Three deadlines annually.

*Henry Belin du Pont dissertation fellowship* provides up to four months of funding with a November 15 deadline.

*Louis Galambos National Fellowship* provides advanced graduate students with nine months of funding. February 1st deadline.

**Harry Frank Guggenheim Emerging Scholar Awards.** Formerly the Harry Frank Guggenheim Dissertation Fellowships, the award recognizes promising graduate-student researchers in their final year of writing a doctoral dissertation examining a salient aspect of violence. The Foundation welcomes proposals from any of the natural and social sciences or allied disciplines that promise to increase understanding of the causes, manifestations, and control of violence and aggression. Highest priority is given to research that addresses urgent, present-day problems of violence—what produces it, how it operates, and what prevents or reduces it. The award is $25,000 for one year. Applicants may be citizens of any country and studying at colleges or universities in any country. Deadline in February. [https://www.hfg.org/emerging-scholars/](https://www.hfg.org/emerging-scholars/)

**Harry S. Truman Library Institute for National and International Affairs Dissertation Year Fellowships.** Dissertation Year Fellowships are intended to encourage historical scholarship of the public career of Harry S. Truman or the Truman era. This fellowship is intended to free a doctoral student from teaching or other employment to facilitate completion of his or her dissertation. Preference will be given to projects based on extensive research at the Truman Library, but since the research is presumed to be complete, there is no requirement of residence at the Library during the fellowship year. Graduate students who have
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completed the dissertation research and are at the writing stage are eligible. Deadline in February. [http://www.trumanlibraryinstitute.org/research-grants/dissertation-year-fellowships/](http://www.trumanlibraryinstitute.org/research-grants/dissertation-year-fellowships/)

**Hodges Foundation for Philosophical Orientation Doctoral Dissertation Fellowships** are designed to encourage and support original and significant studies exploring the complexities of human orientation. Orientation precedes everything else, all perceiving, thinking, and acting, and its conditions and structures may thus be explored from various disciplinary viewpoints and methodological approaches. The HFPO primarily supports innovative dissertations in the wider field of philosophical scholarship, but also outstanding projects in any academic field (in the humanities, the social sciences, as well as the natural sciences, including biology, psychology, sociology, or astrophysics) if they make significant contributions to the philosophy of orientation. Fellowships of $30,000 will be awarded for 12 months of full-time dissertation writing. Due April 15th. [https://www.hfpo.com/fellowship](https://www.hfpo.com/fellowship)

**Horovitz Fund Fellowship for African Artists & Scholars in the Humanities & Social Sciences.** The Fund supports graduate study for African artists and scholars in the humanities and social sciences with an award to defray educational costs ($6,000-8,000). The Fellowship is for one year. Applicants must be citizens of a Sub-Saharan African country; must be graduate students, researchers or artists currently enrolled in a program at an accredited US university, cultural or artistic institution (on an F or J visa); must have specialization in the humanities or social sciences. April deadline. [https://www.iie.org/en/Programs/Richard-A-Horovitz-Fund-for-Professional-Development](https://www.iie.org/en/Programs/Richard-A-Horovitz-Fund-for-Professional-Development)

**Horowitz Foundation for Social Policy, Social Science Grants** support the advancement of research and understanding in the major fields of the social sciences. Its specific purpose is to provide small grants to aspiring PhD students at the dissertation level to support the research they are undertaking for their project. No citizenship restrictions. $7,500. Students must be ABD. December deadline. [https://www.horowitz-foundation.org/grant-info](https://www.horowitz-foundation.org/grant-info)

**IBM Global University Program** promotes research, innovation, and the building of social, scientific, and technology-based collaboration with universities. The award programs are designed to support a spectrum of university needs: The highly competitive IBM PhD Fellowship Awards provide funding for PhD students in the final years of their PhD program, the IBM Masters Fellowship Awards provide funding for Masters students. Nomination required; three per department? [https://research.ibm.com/university/awards/index.html](https://research.ibm.com/university/awards/index.html)

  Masters Fellowship supports exceptional Masters students who want to make their mark in promising and disruptive technologies, regardless of their field of study (sciences, arts, nursing, business, law), though in 2022 there was a focus on Hybrid Cloud, Cybersecurity, Quantum Computing / Quantum Systems, Artificial Intelligence. Currently, nominations from HBCUs only.

  PhD Fellowship support areas of interest in technology. Nominees should have over two years of study remaining and cannot be from US embargoed countries. Selection is based on potential for research excellence and alignment with IBM focus areas.

**Institute for Advanced Studies on Science, Technology and Society (IAS-STS) Fellowship Program.** Located in Graz, Austria, the IAS-STS promotes the interdisciplinary investigation of the links and interactions between science, technology and society, as well as technology assessment and research into the development and implementation of socially and environmentally sound technologies. The IAS-STS invites researchers to apply for a stay between October and June as a Research Fellow (up to nine months); or, Visiting Scholar (shorter period, e.g. a month). The IAS-STS offers excellent research infrastructure. Close co-operation with researchers at the IFZ (Interdisciplinary Research Centre for Technology, Work and Culture: [http://www.ifz.at](http://www.ifz.at), and the Science, Technology and Society Unit (STS) of Graz University of Technology: [http://www.sts.rugraz.at](http://www.sts.rugraz.at). Guest lectures, colloquia, workshops, and conferences provide an atmosphere of creativity and scholarly discussion. IAS-STS offers three grants, worth EUR 940 per month, for long-term
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Research Fellows at the IAS-STS. IAS-STS is open to participants from all countries and academic positions. May deadline. [https://www.ifz.at/en/ias-sts/artikel/application](https://www.ifz.at/en/ias-sts/artikel/application)

Institute for Citizens and Scholars

Charlotte W. Newcombe Doctoral Dissertation Fellowships are designed to encourage original and significant study of ethical or religious values in all fields of the humanities and social sciences, and particularly to help Ph.D. candidates in these fields complete their dissertation work in a timely manner. In addition to topics in religious studies or in ethics (philosophical or religious), dissertations appropriate to the Newcombe Fellowship competition might explore the ethical implications of foreign policy, the values influencing political decisions, the moral codes of other cultures, and religious or ethical issues reflected in history or literature. Newcombe Fellows receive $30,000 for 12 months of full-time dissertation writing. November 15th deadline. [https://citizensandscholars.org/fellowships/newcombe/](https://citizensandscholars.org/fellowships/newcombe/)

Women's Studies Fellowships are provided to Ph.D. candidates at institutions in the United States who will complete their dissertations during the fellowship year. The most competitive applications include not only a clear, thorough, and compelling description of the candidate’s work, but also evidence of an enduring interest in and commitment to women’s issues and scholarship on women and gender. Includes an award of $5,000 to be used for expenses connected with completing their dissertations, such as research-related travel, data work/collection, and supplies. Eligible proposals from applicants in the humanities and social sciences will have as a central focus the study of women and/or gender. Deadline October 14th. [https://citizensandscholars.org/fellowships/ws/](https://citizensandscholars.org/fellowships/ws/)

Institute for Historical Research, Research Fellowships in History are intended as writing-up [completion] awards for those who can make a clear argument about the need for additional time beyond the three years of doctoral study (or equivalent in the case of part-time or international students with longer programs of study). Doctoral students must be engaged in the completion of a doctorate in history (broadly defined), on topics from 300AD to the present day. Applicants must have completed at least three years of full-time or four years of part-time research on their doctoral program (and not more than four years’ full-time or six years’ part-time) at the beginning of the academic year in which the awards will be held. Adjustments to these timings will be made for international degrees, which may be longer in duration. Fellows will participate actively in the academic life of the Institute. For example, they will be encouraged to attend and present papers at appropriate IHR seminars, to contribute to relevant initiatives at the Institute, and/or to assist and support fellow scholars. The Fellowships will be worth £15,726 for the full year; six-month Fellowships will be worth £7,863 ([$9,000 in the Truss era, Oct. 2022]. Deadline in July. [https://www.history.ac.uk/join-ihr/fellowships/junior-fellowships/ihr-doctoral](https://www.history.ac.uk/join-ihr/fellowships/junior-fellowships/ihr-doctoral)

Institute for Humane Studies. [https://www.theihs.org/funding-opportunities/](https://www.theihs.org/funding-opportunities/)

Graduate Sabbatical Grants provide up to $15,000 to PhD candidates (ABD) to buy out teaching or research responsibilities for a semester. These grants are highly competitive and can be renewed. The fellowship is open to students at any university. International students are eligible; however, priority is given to applicants at top research institutions. We suggest that sabbatical applications be submitted at least three months before the semester begins. Applications are reviewed on a rolling basis.

Publication Accelerator Grants provide $5,000 to support students with an established publishing record who commit to submitting an article to a leading journal within the next six months. These grants are intended to “accelerate” the development of projects by freeing time and supporting relevant expenses. These awards give you access to other IHS opportunities including job market support, in-person and online events, and much more. This award is available to students at any university. International students are eligible; however, priority is given to applicants at top research institutions. Applications are reviewed on a rolling basis.

Conference Accelerator Grants are designed for master’s and PhD students who haven’t advanced to candidacy. These grants provide $2,000 to “accelerate” the work of developing a paper into a conference presentation by freeing time and supporting relevant expenses. This award is available to students at any university. International students are eligible; however, priority is given to applicants at top research institutions. Applications are reviewed on a rolling basis.
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**Konishi Neuroethology Research Awards.** Named in honor of Masakazu (Mark) Konishi, a leader in the neurobiological study of natural behavior, funds (up to $2500) can be used to cover any direct research expenses (including travel to a field site) but conference travel, participation in formal workshops or courses, and salaries are excluded. Deadline in March.  [https://www.neuroethology.org/Awards/KonishiNeuroethologyResearchAwards](https://www.neuroethology.org/Awards/KonishiNeuroethologyResearchAwards)

**Kress Foundation, History of Art Fellowships.** Advanced training in European art history requires direct exposure to the object of study, prolonged access to key information resources such as libraries and photographic archives, the development of professional relationships with colleagues abroad, and sustained immersion in European cultures. These related needs are often best satisfied by extended engagement with a European art research center. Fellowships are intended to provide promising emerging art historians with the opportunity to experience just this kind of immersion. The fellowship award is $30,000 per annum. Due November 30th.  [https://www.kressfoundation.org/Programs/Fellowships/History-of-Art-Institutional-Fellowships](https://www.kressfoundation.org/Programs/Fellowships/History-of-Art-Institutional-Fellowships)

**Link Foundation Energy Fellowship Program.** In an effort to foster education and innovation in the area of societal production and utilization of energy, the Link Foundation invites applications for two-year fellowships for students working toward a Ph.D. degree. $34,000 per year and renewal is contingent upon satisfactory progress. December 1 deadline.  [https://www.linkenergy.org/](https://www.linkenergy.org/)

**Malevich Society Research Grants.** Proposed projects should increase the understanding of Malevich and his work, or augment historical, biographical, or artistic information about Malevich and/or his artistic legacy. The Society also supports translations and the publication of relevant texts. The Society welcomes applications from scholars of any nationality. PhD candidates whose dissertation topics have been accepted by their institutions may apply for support after completing at least one year of dissertation research. Applications are due September 30th.  [http://malevichsociety.org/grant-procedures/](http://malevichsociety.org/grant-procedures/)

**Mellon/ACLS Dissertation Innovation Fellowships** are designed to support emerging scholars as they pursue bold and innovative research in the humanities and interpretive social sciences. The program will make awards to doctoral students who show promise of leading their fields in important new directions. The fellowships are designed to intervene at the formative stage of dissertation development, before writing is advanced, and provide time and support for emerging scholars’ innovative approaches to dissertation research – practical, trans- or interdisciplinary, collaborative, critical, or methodological. The program seeks to expand the range of research methodologies, formats, and areas of inquiry traditionally considered suitable for the dissertation, with a particular focus on supporting scholars who can build a more diverse, inclusive, and equitable academy. Includes a $40,000 stipend for the fellowship year, plus up to $8,000 for project-related research, training, development, and travel costs. The award also includes a $2,000 stipend for external mentorship. Due November 2nd.  [https://www.acls.org/competitions/mellon-acls-dissertation-innovation-fellowship/](https://www.acls.org/competitions/mellon-acls-dissertation-innovation-fellowship/)

**Microsoft Research PhD Fellowship.** Microsoft recognizes the value of diversity in computing and aims to increase the pipeline of talent receiving advanced degrees in computing-related fields to build a stronger and inclusive computing-related research community. Fields include artificial intelligence & machine learning; race & technology; health & life sciences; economics & computational social sciences; mixed reality; data platforms; human-computer interaction, and cybersecurity. A $42,000 USD stipend will be provided to help with living expenses while in school for two academic years. PhD students must be in their third year of PhD study and be nominated by their university; limit of four per campus with caveats. Nominations due in June.  [https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/academic-program/phd-fellowship/canada-us/](https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/academic-program/phd-fellowship/canada-us/)

**NACADA: Global Community for Academic Advising Research Grants** facilitate research related to academic advising. Quantitative, qualitative, or mixed methodologies are welcome, as is research from a variety
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of disciplinary perspectives. Program assessment is not funded. Successful proposals will clearly describe the development, implementation, analysis, and reporting of rigorous inquiry that investigates academic advising’s impact, context, or theoretical basis. Research grants up to $5,000 for a one-year period are available. Dollar amounts of support for a project range from $500 to $5,000. Current NACADA members, including practicing professionals, graduate students, and faculty from any institution (US or international) seeking support for research in academic advising are eligible to apply. Those not currently members of NACADA are encouraged to engage in the scholarship of advising, explore the resources and publications NACADA has available, and consider membership. Deadline in March or November. http://www.nacada.ksu.edu/Resources/Research-Related/ResearchGrant.aspx

National Academy of Education (NAEd)/Spencer Foundation Fellowships in Education Research Dissertation Fellowship. The program seeks to encourage a new generation of scholars from a wide range of disciplines and professional fields to undertake research relevant to the improvement of education. These $27,500 fellowships support individuals whose dissertations show potential for bringing fresh and constructive perspectives to the history, theory, analysis, or practice of formal or informal education anywhere in the world. This highly competitive program aims to identify the most talented researchers conducting dissertation research related to education. Applications due October 6th. https://naeducation.org/naedspencer-dissertation-fellowship-program

National Geographic Society Grants for Field-Based Scientific Research. NatGeo supports bold, innovative, and potentially transformative projects that have a primary focus in conservation, education, research, storytelling, or technology. Grants must address one of the five focus areas: Wildlife, Human History and Cultures, Land, Ocean, and Human Ingenuity. Funder does not usually consider applications that support strictly laboratory or collections work. Funds support Early Career awards for younger researchers, Exploration awards and RFPs. Awards range from $5,000-$30,000 depending on award type. Deadline April 13th. https://www.nationalgeographic.org/funding-opportunities/grants/

National Science Teaching Association Awards. The NSTA offers a number of awards to support excellence in science education from Kindergarten to college level. Most deadlines are in December. https://www.nsta.org/awards-and-recognition-program#tab

NORC Diversity, Racial Equity, and Inclusion Research Scholars Program. Open to advanced doctoral students, postdocs, and early career scholars, the NORC Diversity, Racial Equity, and Inclusion (DREI) Research Scholars program advances the skills and expand the pipeline of emerging scholars interested in pursuing research on diversity, disparities, equity, and inclusion, as well as those from historically underrepresented populations. NORC will award $7,500 stipends to two DREI Research Scholars. Scholars will use existing NORC data sets and conduct secondary data analyses to inform programs, policies, and services in promotion of the social and economic well-being of diverse populations. The DREI Research Scholars will be closely mentored by NORC researchers. https://www.norc.org/Research/Projects/Pages/the-diversity-racial-equity-and-inclusion-scholars-program.aspx

North Pacific Research Board Graduate Student Research Award Program. The NPRB’s mission is to build a clear understanding of the Gulf of Alaska, Bering Sea/Aleutian Islands, and Chukchi/Beaufort Seas that enables effective management and sustainable use of marine resources. NPRB will award Graduate Student Research Awards to qualified applicants at US-based institutions whose research addresses scientific, technological, and socio-economic themes relating to this mission. Award funds may be used for stipend, tuition, university fees, research-related travel, supplies, or analyses. $26,000. No citizenship restrictions. February deadline. https://www.nprb.org/graduate-research-award-program/apply/

Open Society Archives Visegard Scholarship. Run in cooperation with the Open Society Archivum Budapest, the program offers research fellowships at the Open Society Archives (OSA) at the Central European University in Budapest. Fellowships are awarded two times per year on a competitive basis to scholars, artists
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Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of America (PhRMA) Foundation Pre-Doctoral Fellowships are designed for students in Health Outcomes Research who expect to complete their PhD requirements in two years or less from the time the fellowship begins. Eligible fields include pharmacoeconomics, health care economic information, clinical outcomes assessment, and patient data analytics. Open to US and non-US citizens in US schools of medicine, pharmacy, public health, nursing, and dentistry. Deadline in February. http://www.phrmafoundation.org/awards/pre-doctoral-fellowship-awards/health-outcomes/

Phi Beta Kappa. Mary Isabel Sibley Fellowship is awarded annually, alternating in the fields of Greek and French. The award may be used for the study of Greek culture (e.g., language, literature, history, archaeology), or the study of French language or literature. It carries a stipend of $20,000 and is not restricted to members of Phi Beta Kappa or to U.S. citizens. The stipend is typically paid in two installments and is intended, according to the donor’s wishes, for women in the early stages of their research careers who plan to devote full-time work to research during the fellowship year. Due January 20th. https://www.pbk.org/sibley

Russell Sage Foundation Dissertation Research Grants support innovative and high-quality dissertation research projects that address questions relevant to RSF’s priority areas: Behavioral Science and Decision Making in Context; Future of Work; Race, Ethnicity and Immigration; Immigration and Immigrant Integration; and Social, Political, and Economic Inequality. Doctoral students must be ABD. The maximum allowable budget is $10,000 for a one-year grant (stipend + research costs). No citizenship restrictions. February deadline. https://www.russellsage.org/dissertation-research-grants

School for Advanced Research (SAR) Resident Scholar Fellowships are awarded annually to up to six scholars who have completed their research and who need time to prepare manuscripts or dissertations on topics important to the understanding of humankind. Resident scholars may approach their research from the perspective of anthropology or from related fields such as history and sociology. Scholars from the humanities and social sciences are encouraged to apply. Scholarships from the humanities and social sciences; https://sarweb.org/scholars/resident/

Smithsonian Fellowships. The Smithsonian offers multiple fellowships and internships in a variety of fields, from astrophysics, anthropology, and paleobiology to art history, crafts, and molecular biology. Most Smithsonian Fellowship programs are open to international students. Eligibility and deadline vary by program. Fellowships: https://fellowships.si.edu/fellowship-programs; internships: https://internships.si.edu/

Social Science Research Council (SSRC) Religion, Spirituality, and Democratic Renewal (RSDR) Fellowship aims to bring knowledge of the place of religion and spirituality into scholarly and public conversations about renewing democracy in the US. The fellowships offer research support over a period of up to 12 months to doctoral students who have advanced to candidacy and to postdoctoral researchers within five years of their PhD. Doctoral candidates will receive up to $15,000 and postdoctoral researchers up to $18,000 toward research-related expenses. Applications are welcome from scholars at either of these career stages from any country around the world. We welcome proposals on religion and spirituality in its relation to
democracy from across all fields in the social sciences (including, but not limited to anthropology, economics, geography, history, political science, and sociology), as well as the humanities, theology, and other relevant fields. April deadline. [https://www.ssrc.org/programs/religion-and-the-public-sphere/religion-spirituality-and-democratic-renewal-fellowship/](https://www.ssrc.org/programs/religion-and-the-public-sphere/religion-spirituality-and-democratic-renewal-fellowship/)

**Society for the Advancement of Behavioral Analysis Sidney W. and Janet R. Bijou Grants** provide support for doctoral student research designed to incorporate behavioral principles to advance our understanding of human development. Eligible disciplines include psychology, education, neurobiology, and epigenetics. Applicants must have at least one full academic year remaining in the program and sufficient time to complete the project after the grant application deadline. $12,000. Deadline in February. [http://saba.abainternational.org/grants/sidney-w-janet-r-bijou-grant/](http://saba.abainternational.org/grants/sidney-w-janet-r-bijou-grant/)

**Society for Historians of American Foreign Relations (SHAFR) Dissertation Awards.** Applicants are automatically considered for all four grants and must be actively working on dissertations dealing with some aspect of U.S. foreign relations history. The annual deadline for applications is October 15. [https://members.shafr.org/graduate-dissertation-research-grants](https://members.shafr.org/graduate-dissertation-research-grants)

- **Stuart L. Bernath Dissertation Research Grant.** up to $4,000 is intended to help graduate students defray expenses encountered in the writing of their dissertations.
- **W. Stull Holt Dissertation Fellowship.** up to $4,000 is intended to defray the costs of travel necessary to conduct research on a significant dissertation project.
- **Lawrence Gelfand - Armin Rappaport - Walter LaFeber Dissertation Fellowship.** SHAFR established this fellowship to honor Lawrence Gelfand, founding member and former SHAFR president; Armin Rappaport, founding editor of Diplomatic History; and Walter LaFeber, former president of SHAFR. The Gelfand-Rappaport-LaFeber Fellowship of up to $4,000 is intended to defray the costs of dissertation research travel.
- **Samuel Flagg Bemis Dissertation Research Grants.** The Samuel F. Bemis Research Grants are intended to promote dissertation research by graduate students. A limited number of grants of varying amounts (generally, up to $2,000) will be awarded annually to help defray the costs of domestic or international travel necessary to conduct research on significant scholarly projects.

**Society for the Study of Social Problems (SSSP) Beth B. Hess Memorial Scholarship.** Awarded to ABD student in sociology who began their study in a community college or technical school (or international equivalent). The Scholarship carries a stipend of $18,000 from Sociologists for Women in Society to support the pursuit of a Ph.D. Deadline in April. [https://www.hagley.org/research/grants-fellowships](https://www.hagley.org/research/grants-fellowships)

**Sociologists for Women in Society Esther Ngan-ling Chow and Mareyjoyce Green Scholarship**

SWS established a Women of Color Scholarship to offer support ($18,500) to women and non-binary scholars of color who are from underrepresented groups and are studying concerns that women of color face domestically and/or internationally and to increase the network and participation of students and professionals of color in SWS and beyond. Sociologically relevant dissertation topic and student must be ABD and identify as a woman or non-binary scholar of color from a racial/ethnic group facing racial discrimination in the United States. No citizenship requirement. April 1st deadline. [https://socwomen.org/awards/chowgreenscholarship/](https://socwomen.org/awards/chowgreenscholarship/)

**TOEFL® Young Students Series Research Program: Research Grants for Graduate Students.** $5,000. Grants support foundational research that promotes high-quality language assessment related to young English learners between the ages of 8 and 16. Applicants must be enrolled in a master's or doctoral program in language testing, language education, applied linguistics or related fields; may be of any nationality and enrolled in any institution worldwide. Letters of intent due in April. [https://www.ets.org/toefl/grants/young_students_grad_student_research_grants/](https://www.ets.org/toefl/grants/young_students_grad_student_research_grants/)
Funding for International Students

United Nations University – World Institute for Development Economics Research (UNU-WIDER)

Visiting PhD Fellowships offer registered doctoral students an opportunity to utilize the resources and facilities at UNU-WIDER for their PhD dissertation or thesis research, and to work with researchers in areas related to developing economies. Fellowships typically last three months and take place in UNU-WIDER’s facilities in Helsinki, Finland. PhD fellows prepare one or more research papers and present a seminar on their research findings. The program is especially addressed at researchers at later stages of their PhD. €1,750 monthly stipend + travel. Deadlines are March 31 and September 30. https://www.wider.unu.edu/phdfellows

United States Institute of Peace. Jennings Randolph Peace Scholar Dissertation Fellowships are for PhD candidates enrolled in U.S. universities who are writing doctoral dissertations on topics broadly related to conflict management, peacebuilding, and relevant security studies. USIP funds up to 18 Peace Scholars for a 10-month, non-residential fellowship. Peace Scholars receive stipends of up to $20,000 for the academic year. Peace Scholar awards may not be deferred. Non-U.S. citizens are eligible to apply. Registration required by October 6th. Application due October 18th. https://www.usip.org/grants-fellowships/fellowships/peace-scholar-fellowship-program

Wenner-Gren Foundation for Anthropological Research Dissertation Fieldwork Grants. Awarded to aid doctoral or thesis research, the program contributes to the Foundation’s overall mission to support basic research in anthropology and to ensure that the discipline continues to be a source of vibrant and significant work that furthers our understanding of humanity’s cultural and biological origins, development, and variation. The Foundation supports research that demonstrates a clear link to anthropological theory and debates, and promises to make a solid contribution to advancing these ideas. There is no preference for any methodology, research location, or subfield. The Foundation particularly welcomes proposals that employ a comparative perspective, can generate innovative approaches or ideas, and/or integrate two or more subfields. The maximum amount of the Dissertation Fieldwork Grant is US $20,000. Deadline May 1st and November 1st. http://www.wennergren.org/programs/dissertation-fieldwork-grants

West African Research Center Travel Grant. The WARC Travel Grant promotes intra-African cooperation and exchange among researchers and institutions by providing support to African scholars and graduate students for research visits to other institutions and regions on the continent. The WARC Travel Grant provides travel costs up to $1,500 and a stipend of $1,500. This competition is open only to West African nationals, with priority given to those affiliated with West African colleges, universities, or research institutions. March deadline. https://www.westafricanresearchassociation.org/fellowships/warc-travel-grant/

Zonta International Amelia Earhart Fellowship. The $10,000 Fellowship is awarded annually to up to 30 women pursuing Ph.D./doctoral degrees in aerospace engineering and space sciences. It may be used at any university or college offering accredited post-graduate courses and degrees in these fields. Women of any nationality pursuing a Ph.D./doctoral degree who demonstrate a superior academic record conducting research applied to aerospace engineering or space sciences are eligible. Due November 15th. https://www.zonta.org/Web/Programs/Education/Amelia_Earhart_Fellowship

Post-doctoral Funding Opportunities for International Students

Note: Several of the opportunities listed above are also available to postdocs. We have chosen not to repeat them all here. Instead, if seeking postdoctoral opportunities, please search by keyword (“postdoc” or “post-doc”) in the opportunities listed above. We have also omitted better known opportunities like the NIH K99.

Advanced Education Research and Development Fund (AERDF). Leveraging Education Advanced Research Now (LEARN). LEARN is a research and development program focused on improving the conditions for the social and emotional wellbeing and positive academic outcomes of Black and Latinx learners.
Funding for International Students

Leveraging Educational Advanced Research Now, or LEARN, is a means of identifying innovative, rapid response research proposals that will advance solutions in support of AFG’s central hypothesis. With an initial investment in projects with budgets of $100,000-$300,000, AFG hopes to advance research projects that reflect state-of-the-art practices or tools that support the assessment of the social, emotional, and educational needs of culturally diverse populations. Under LEARN, AFG seeks research proposals that can be completed in 12 months or less. In order to ensure a quick award process, proposal feedback and evaluation will occur promptly, so that valuable research can begin within 60 days of proposal submission. LEARN is intended to be broadly accessible to communities who would not otherwise participate in advanced educational research and development. We encourage proposals that deeply reflect our priority populations of Black and Latinx learners and projects that include outcomes that will benefit Latinx or Black learners and their educators. Proposers should consider creating deep collaborations with community-based organizations. Letters of intent due in September or March. https://www.aerdf.org/rfp-leveraging-education-advanced-research-now-learn/

American Association of University Women (AAUW) International Project Grants. To create lasting support around the globe, AAUW awards grants ($5,000–$7,000) to International Fellowship alumnae who have returned home after successfully completing the course of study for which they received funding. These grants allow alumnae to build on their academic work and implement community-based projects that will improve the lives of women and girls. Alumnae of our International Fellowships and International Project Grants have tackled women’s equity issues head-on. From securing property rights for widows to building safe hearths for cassava production, these women are helping the most vulnerable — and the most resilient — members of their communities. November deadline. https://www.aauw.org/resources/programs/fellowships-grants/current-opportunities/

American Center of Research (ACOR) National Endowment for the Humanities Research Fellowship. The ACOR offers a maximum award of ten and a half months for a scholar who has a Ph.D. or has completed his or her professional training. In the place of a ten-and-a-half-month award, the committee may elect to offer other awards may be made for a minimum period of four months. Fields of research include but are not limited to: modern and classical languages, linguistics, literature, history, jurisprudence, philosophy, archaeology, heritage studies, comparative religion, ethics, and the history, criticism, and theory of the arts. Social and political scientists are encouraged to apply. An award for ten months is $50,000, of which $32,000 is for stipend and travel and the remainder is for ACOR room and board. Shorter award periods are prorated accordingly (i.e., an award of six months is $30,000 and includes $19,200 for stipend and travel); residency at ACOR is required. Applicants must be U.S. citizens or foreign nationals living in the U.S. three years immediately preceding the application deadline. Due February 1st. https://acorjordan.org/neh-fellowship/

American Council of Learned Societies (ACLS) Leading Edge Fellowship. In 2022, the Leading Edge Fellowship program offered 20 two-year fellowships partnering recent humanities and interpretive social sciences PhDs with organizations advancing social justice and equity in communities across the United States. The fellowship positions are designed to draw on the humanistic skills, capacities, and frameworks developed in the course of earning a PhD in the humanities and interpretive social sciences, as well as provide a range of networking and career-building opportunities. In this competition, ACLS will place fellows with 20 participating nonprofit organizations. Each Leading Edge Fellow will receive a $62,500 stipend in the first year, and $65,000 in the second year, as well as health insurance and professional development funding. Fellows will join their host organizations to contribute to initiatives and projects addressing criminal justice reform and mass incarceration, racial discrimination and economic inequality, and access to childcare, food security, and voting rights. The fellows also will participate in a variety of professional development and networking activities designed to help translate the experiences of their 24-month placements into post-fellowship career opportunities. Applicants must be authorized to work in the US for the entire duration of the fellowship term. This includes Indigenous individuals residing in the United States through rights associated with the Jay Treaty of 1794, and those who hold DACA status, Temporary Protected Status, or political asylee or refugee status. Neither ACLS nor the host organization can sponsor fellows for visas. March deadline. https://www.acls.org/competitions/acls-leading-edge-fellowships/
Funding for International Students

American Philosophical Society (APS) Postdoctoral Fellowship. This 12-month residential fellowship is intended for a recent Ph.D., professor at any level seeking sabbatical support for a research project, or an independent scholar working closely with an Indigenous community on a project. Applications are open to scholars in all related fields and all periods of time, although preference will be given to those who have experience working with Native communities. Terms of the stipend will depend upon the status and needs of the recipient but will be in the $45-60K range depending on health insurance requirements and other factors. In addition, the postdoctoral fellow will receive $5,000 in travel funds for outside research, fieldwork, and/or travel. Fellows will also partake in the intellectual life of the Society and have opportunities to receive professional development, including works-in-progress seminars, a manuscript workshop, career mentoring, and conference participation. Late January deadline. https://www.amphilsoc.org/grants/mellon-foundation-native-american-scholars-initiative-nasi-fellowships

Azrieli Foundation International Postdoctoral Fellowship. The Fellowship provides generous funding for eligible international applicants to conduct research in any academic discipline at eligible institutions in Israel. Azrieli International Postdoctoral Fellowships are awarded without regard to religion, gender, age, or ethnicity. All nationalities are eligible to apply for the Azrieli International Postdoctoral Fellowship, except those who have Israeli citizenship or are a resident of Israel. Candidates must have secured an academic sponsor and will perform their postdoctoral research at one of the following Israeli institutions: Bar-Ilan University, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, Reichman University, Technion - Israel Institute of Technology, Tel Aviv University, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, University of Haifa and Weizmann Institute of Science. ~$110,000. November deadline. https://azrielifoundation.org/fellows/internationalpostdoctoral/#overview

Center for Craft. 2023 Craft Research Fund Artist Fellowship. Awards of $10,000 will be granted to five artists to support research projects that advance, expand, and support the creation of new research and knowledge through craft practice. Due October 21st. https://www.centerforcraft.org/grants-and-fellowships/craft-research-fund-artist-fellowship

International Education Research Foundation (IERF). Sepmeyer Research Grant. This grant supports research on world education systems and the integration of individuals educated outside of the US into the US educational environment and work force. Any individual may apply. The applicant must demonstrate experience in the field of credentials evaluation and expertise in the country they propose to research. Grants are worth up to $1,000. Deadline on August 15th or February 15th. http://ierf.org/index.php/institutions/research_grants/

Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation Postdoctoral Fellowship. Postdoctoral fellowships are designed to attract qualified, promising scientists entering their professional career in the T1D research field. The applicant is required to work with a sponsor who can provide a training environment conducive to beginning a career in type 1 diabetes-relevant research. At the time of activating the award, the applicant must have a doctoral degree (PhD, MD, DMD, DVM), or the equivalent from an accredited institution and must not be simultaneously serving an internship or residency. This fellowship is intended for those at a relatively early stage of their career. Ordinarily, the most recent doctoral degree (PhD, MD, DMD, DVM, or equivalent) will have been received no more than 5 years before the application is submitted. There are no citizenship requirements for this program. Awards are for three years, assuming satisfactory progress. The fellowship term is 12 months for each fellowship year. Fellows must devote at least 75% of their effort to the project outlined in the fellowship proposal. http://grantcenter.jdrf.org/information-for-applicants/grant-mechanism-descriptions/postdoctoral-fellowships/

Louisville Institute. First Book Grant for Scholars of Color. The First Book Grant for Scholars of Color (FBG) offers grants up to $40,000 to assist early career, non-tenured religion scholars of color to complete a major research project on an issue in North American Christianity related to the priorities of the Louisville Institute. Grant periods are typically one academic year in length. Applications due January 15th.
Funding for International Students


Met Fellowship Program offers numerous fellowships in art history, archaeology, museum education, conservation, and related sciences. Met fellowships are awarded to junior scholars, postdoctoral and senior academics, and museum professionals for independent study or research. The amounts of the fellowships and deadlines vary. https://www.metmuseum.org/about-the-met/fellowships

National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine. The Christine Mirzayan Science and Technology Policy Graduate Fellowship Program is a full-time hands-on training and educational program that provides early career individuals with the opportunity to spend 12 weeks at the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine in Washington, DC learning about science and technology policy and the role that scientists and engineers play in advising the nation. This Mirzayan Fellowship offers a unique opportunity to obtain the essential skills and knowledge needed to work in science policy at the federal, state, or local levels. Individuals who have completed graduate studies within the last five years (graduated on or later than March 6, 2017) may apply. Graduate and professional school students are also eligible, with preference given to those at a later stage of their graduate/professional studies. Areas of study may include social/behavioral sciences, health and medicine, physical or biological sciences, engineering, law/business/public administration, or relevant interdisciplinary fields. Applicants who are not US citizens or US permanent residents must hold one of the following visas:F-1 Students using CPT (Curricular Practical Training), F-1 Students using OPT (Optional Practical Training), J-2 Dependents, J-1 Students using academic training, J-1 Research Scholars with written approval of their Responsible Officer, DACA recipients, Adjustment Applicants, Refugees, Asylees, and Selected other visa classes. Deadline October 31st. https://mirzayanfellow.nas.edu/

Spencer Foundation Racial Equity Research Grants. The grant program supports education research projects that will contribute to understanding and ameliorating racial inequality in education. We are interested in funding studies that aim to understand and disrupt the reproduction and deepening of inequality in education, and which seek to (re)imagine and make new forms of equitable education. Thus, we are interested in research projects that seek to envision educational opportunities in a multiplicity of education systems, levels, settings, and developmental ranges and that reach beyond documenting conditions and paradigms that contribute to persistent racial inequalities. We will be accepting applications for projects ranging from one to five years with budgets up to $75,000. Intent to Apply Form due in March. Full proposal due in April. https://www.spencer.org/grant_types/racial-equity-special-research-grants

University of Edinburgh Digital Scholarship Postdoctoral Fellowships. Award includes bursary of up to a maximum of £7,800. Applications are invited for postdoctoral bursaries from candidates in Digital Arts, Digital Humanities, Digital Education, Digital Design and Digital Social Sciences. Fellows will become involved in the College’s Digital Scholarship program. We would particularly welcome applications linked to the themes of the Institute Project on Decoloniality (IPD’24) taking place at IASH from 2021 to 2024. This project invites scholars from around the world to visit Edinburgh and conduct research on the theme of decoloniality, broadly understood. Deadline April 28th. https://www.iash.ed.ac.uk/digital-scholarship-postdoctoral-fellowships-and-bursaries-2022-23

Viestintäalan Tutkimussäätiö Communications Research Foundation Postgraduate Scholarship. Postgraduate scholarships are awarded to persons who continue their studies in Finland or abroad with the aim of obtaining a licentiate or doctoral degree. The scholarship is intended for full-time postgraduate study. The grant recipient must not have any other main job. Students work in the laboratories of universities or research institutes or in industrial companies. Grants may also be awarded for part of the costs. The grant must be applied for annually and its payment requires reporting on the progress of the work. The amount of the grant is decided by the board of the foundation. Continuously accepting applications. https://www.mediaalantutkimussaatio.fi/tutkimustuki-apurahat/apurahat/
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Walters Art Museum Postdoctoral Fellowships. https://thewalters.org/about/research/fellowship-internship/

Mellon Fellow Art of the Americas. The Walters Museum of Art is seeking qualified candidates for a postdoctoral curatorial fellowship funded by a generous permanent endowment made in 2008 by the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation to the Walters Art Museum and other supporters. This is a two-year fellowship, with the possibility of renewal for a third year. The fellowship provides exceptional curatorial training and supports scholarly research related to the collection of the Walters Art Museum, with access to the museum’s outstanding collections, archives, and research library. Consideration will be given to candidates working in Ancient American art and visual culture, and who possess the desired scholarly background. A doctoral degree in art history or an equivalent field must have been officially conferred within 5 years prior to the start date of the fellowship. No other fellowship may be active at the start of this position. Applicants from all backgrounds are encouraged to apply. The fellow will receive an annual salary of $55,000 plus research and travel and/or conference expenses up to $5,000 per year, plus benefits.

Andrew W. Mellon Postdoctoral Curatorial Fellowship. The Walters seeks an outstanding scholar with expertise in mid-19th to early-20th American: History, and/or Material Culture, and/or Archival Research. For this fellowship, candidates with expertise in the history of collections and/or 19th-century U.S. history (especially of Baltimore, Maryland, North Carolina, and/or New York) are encouraged to apply. Preference will be given to art historians and historians who seek to apply research skills in political, economic, or social historical research to the study of collections and collecting, especially during the mid-19th to mid-20th centuries. The focus project for the successful applicant will further the museums commitment to making accessible the histories of its origins and the art that it stewards in order to ensure an environment of anti-racism, inclusivity, collaboration, and welcome for visitors, volunteers, and staff. The fellowship lasts for two years.

Wenner-Gren Foundation. Post-PhD Research Grants. The foundation awards up to 25 grants for postdoctoral scholars to carry research in anthropology. The maximum amount of the Post-Ph.D. Research Grant is US $20,000. Wenner-Gren is a private operating foundation dedicated to the advancement of anthropology throughout the world. Grants are available for basic research in all branches of anthropology. Aid is not provided for tuition. Grantees are expected to submit a final report at the end of the research phase. Due May 1st or November 1st. http://www.wennergren.org/programs/post-phd-research-grants

Resources

Pivot-RP: If your institution has a subscription to Pivot-RP you can use Pivot to search for funding opportunities from around the world. https://pivot.proquest.com/dashboard

University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign IUC Graduate College Fellowship Finder: https://apps.grad.illinois.edu/fellowship-finder/

Prepared by Benn Williams and Elizabeth Maher, Graduate College at the University of Illinois Chicago, for NAFA Grad Advisors, 10/20/2022. For errors, comments, or additions, please email bwilli7@uic.edu. Updated 10/20/22bw; 11/16/22bw.
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AAMC Financing Your Medical Education
www.aamc.org/students/financing/start.htm
A series of programs to assist students in managing loans and preparing for future financial stability within the medical field. Deadlines variable.

AIA / AAF Minority/Disadvantaged Scholarship
http://www.aia.org/education/AIAB081881
Grants ranging from $500-$2,500 for high school seniors and first-years who intend to pursue a NAAB-accredited professional degree (5-year BA or BA + MA) in architecture. Applicants must be legal residents of the United States. Deadline: mid-April.

Albright Institute Fellowships
https://aiar.org/fellowships
A grant of up to $325,000 in fellowships and awards to 32 recipients who will live at the Albright Institute and study a specific field in archaeology. In addition, 32 Associate Fellows including Senior, Post-Doctoral, and Research Fellows receive funding from other sources. Deadlines variable.

Alexander Graham Bell Association for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing
https://www.agbell.org/Connect#financial-aid
Students who were diagnosed with hearing loss before the age of seven are eligible for a merit-based scholarship ranging from $1,000-$10,000. Students are only eligible if they are studying law or public policy. Deadline: mid-March.

Allen Lee Hughes Fellowship
https://www.arenastage.org/education/fellowship/
Individuals interested in artistic and technical production, arts administration and community engagement. Fellowship provides a modest stipend and is intended to increase participation of people of color in the arts. Deadline: mid-March (summer), mid-April (season).

All-USA College Academic Team
https://www.ptk.org/scholarships/bachelors-degree/all-usa-academic-team/#:~:text=Twenty%20team%20members%20are%20named%20of%20%24100%2C000%20in%20scholarship%20awards.
Recognition program for exceptional full-time undergraduates at four-year institutions in the USA and its territories. Recipients named on the First Team each receive a trophy and a $2,500 cash award. Forty more runners-up named to the Second and Third Teams receive certificates. Deadline: late-November.

Amelia Earhart Fellowships (Zonta International Foundation)
https://www.zonta.org/Web/Our_Programs/Education/Amelia_Earhart_Fellowship/Web/Programs/Education/Amelia_Earhart_Fellowship.aspx?hkey=87230eef-bcc2-4e78-97bc-97f0cdd281ac
Women who are pursuing PhD/Doctoral degrees in aerospace engineering and space sciences.
Fellowships carry a stipend of $10,000; approximately 30 are awarded annually. Deadline: mid-November.

**American Architectural Foundation and Sir John Soane's Museum Foundation Traveling Fellowship**  
[https://soanefoundation.org/fellowships-landing/](https://soanefoundation.org/fellowships-landing/)  
Travel Fellowship is available to any undergraduate in architecture to travel abroad to study a historic place, period, or architect. The Museum Fellowship is available to any graduate student in architecture, art history, interior design, historic preservation, and the decorative arts. Both are worth $10,000 and only one of each is given out. Deadline: coming soon

**American Association for University Women - International Fellowships**  
[https://www.aauw.org/resources/programs/fellowships-grants/](https://www.aauw.org/resources/programs/fellowships-grants/)  
Grants of varying amounts are allocated towards assisting women go to graduate school, as well as grants for various research and development projects that benefit women in various communities. Deadline: November 15

**American Center of Research Scholarships and Fellowships**  
A series of monetary grants based on research within Jordan. Fellowships and Scholarships vary greatly. Deadline: early February.

**American Institute of the History of Pharmacy Grant**  
[https://aihp.org/awards-grants/grants/aihp-phd-grant/](https://aihp.org/awards-grants/grants/aihp-phd-grant/)  
Grants of $2,000 or more annually to a graduate student to reinforce historical investigations of some aspect of pharmacy. Deadline: early February

**American Nuclear Society (ANS) Graduate Scholarships**  
[https://www.ans.org/scholarships/](https://www.ans.org/scholarships/)  
A series of scholarships (ranging from $1,000- $5000) to help students complete their post-high school education and prepare for careers in nuclear science and technology. Deadline: early April

**American Scandinavian Foundation**  
[http://www.amscan.org/study_in_america_details.html](http://www.amscan.org/study_in_america_details.html)  
Available for citizens of Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway or Sweden for study or research programs (usually at the graduate level) in the United States for up to one year. Deadlines variable.

**Armenian Students Association of Americas, Inc.**  
Full-time students of Armenian ancestry are eligible to apply for scholarships of $500 to $1,500 per year. Applicants should be able to demonstrate financial need and good academic performance. Deadline: mid-March.
Asian Cultural Council  
[http://www.asianculturalcouncil.org/?page_id=26](http://www.asianculturalcouncil.org/?page_id=26)  
Individual fellowship grants to artists, scholars, students, and specialists from Asia for study, research, travel, and creative work in the United States. Deadlines variable.

Asian Development Bank (ADB) - Japan Scholarship Program  
Full scholarships for one to two years for citizens of ADB's developing member countries pursuing postgraduate studies in development-related fields at participating academic institutions in the Asian and Pacific Region. Deadlines variable.

Association for International Agriculture and Rural Development (AIARD)  
[http://www.aiard.info/](http://www.aiard.info/)  
Scholarship of up to $5,000 awarded on a competitive basis to students who have a sincere interest in international agriculture and rural development issues and their solutions. These scholarships are intended to enhance the students' understanding and appreciation of issues and opportunities in international agriculture and rural development. Deadline: late April.

Association for Women in Science Educational Foundation  
[https://awis.org/scholarships/](https://awis.org/scholarships/)  
Graduate fellowships of $1,000 per year for female students enrolled in a behavioral, life, physical, or social science or engineering program leading to a Ph.D. Deadline: January

Belgian American Education Fund, Inc.  
[https://baef.be/](https://baef.be/)  
Offers fellowships for study and research in the United States. In addition to the amounts indicated, BAEF also pays for health insurance at the US institution. Fellows are expected to stay in the USA for a full academic year at a US institution or for a full year to do research institution. Deadline: late-October.

Bibliographical Society of America Fellowship Program  
[http://www.bibsocamer.org/fellows.htm](http://www.bibsocamer.org/fellows.htm)  
Short-term fellowship program supporting bibliographical inquiry as well as research in the history of the book trades and in publishing history, providing a stipend of $2,000 per month for up to two months. Deadline: early December.

Bliss Symposium Award  
[Bliss Symposium Awards — Dumbarton Oaks (doaks.org)](https://awis.org/scholarships/)  
Graduate school tuition and a summer travel allowance of no more than $5,000 for seniors in their last year of graduate school who intend to enter the field of Byzantine, Pre-Columbian, and Garden and Landscape Studies. Deadline: Early November

BMI Student Awards  
A series of scholarships for various music and art related fellowships and awards. Some geographical restrictions may apply. Deadlines variable.
Caldwell Fellowships
http://www.ncsu.edu/fellows/
An intensive leadership-development fellowship wherein undergraduate students at NC State conduct research and travel abroad. Deadline: early January.

Cambridge Commonwealth, European, and International Trust
https://www.cambridgetrust.org/scholarships/
Established by the University of Cambridge, UK in order to support international students. Offers full and part scholarships at all levels. Applications are made to the University, not the trust. Some scholarships require additional application to a funding partner. Deadline: December 1st.

Campus Compact Awards Programs
https://compact.org/current-programs/impact-awards
Series of scholarship awards based on humanitarianism. Deadlines and award amounts vary.

Canadian Federation of University Women (CFUW)
https://cfuw.org/fellowships-awards/
Supports graduate study, literacy, and the creative arts through awards and grants ranging from $2,000 to $11,500. Numerous fellowships available to graduate students. Must be a Canadian citizen. Deadline: early February.

Canon Collins Educational Trust
http://www.canoncollins.org.uk/
For nationals or those with refugee status from Angola, Botswana, Lesotho, Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia, South Africa, Swaziland, Zambia, or Zimbabwe. Full-scholarship to pursue a postgraduate degree (normally a one year Master's degree) in either the United Kingdom or southern Africa. Deadline: early January.

Carnegie Endowment for International Peace Junior Fellow Program
https://carnegieendowment.org/about/jr-fellows
Year-long paid internship in international affairs at the Carnegie Endowment for World Peace in Washington DC for graduating seniors and individuals who have graduated during the past academic year. Applicants must be eligible to work in the U.S. Deadline: mid-January.

Center for Neuroscience at the University of Pittsburgh (CNUP) summer fellowship
https://www.cnup.pitt.edu/phd-program-training/summer-undergraduate-research-program
10-week program in which selected undergraduate students conduct independent research. Student recipients of this competitive fellowship will receive a stipend of $3,500 and also will be provided housing at no cost in a double-occupancy dormitory on campus. Deadline: mid-February.

Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) internships
https://careers.csis.org/internships
CSIS offers full and part-time internships in the fall, spring and summer for undergraduates,
advanced students, and recent graduates who are interested in gaining practical experience in public policy. Applicants must be eligible to work in the U.S. Deadlines: late August (Fall), late November (Spring), mid-March (Summer).

**Koch Internship Program**
https://standtogetherfellowships.org/koch-internship-program/
The Koch Internship Program offers internships in public policy located in Washington, DC, and at state-based policy organizations across the country featuring a $1,500 stipend. Applicants must be eligible to work in the U.S. Deadline: late-January.

**Charlotte W. Newcombe Doctoral Dissertation Fellowship**
https://newcombefoundation.org/programs/fellowships/
Administered by the Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation, the Newcombe Fellowships fund Ph.D. candidates in the humanities and social sciences who are writing dissertations on topics involving ethical or religious values. Applicants must be enrolled in a Ph.D. program in the United States. Deadline: mid-November.

**Chevening Scholarship Program**
https://www.chevening.org/scholarships/
Three scholarship schemes for postgraduate study in the United Kingdom for students of non-British citizenry and from selected countries in any field of study. Aimed at extremely capable individuals who have already made an impact and are motivated to pursue a career that will take them to a position of leadership within their own country. Deadlines vary per country.

**Christine Mirzayan Science & Technology Policy Graduate Fellowship Program**
https://mirzayanfellow.nas.edu/Default.asp
3 month fellowships to engage graduate science, engineering, medical, veterinary, business, and law students in the creation of science and technology policy. Stipend of $8,240 during the fellowship period. Deadlines: Mid- November (Fall), Mid-April (Winter/Spring)

**Cosmos Club Foundation Grants in Aid to Young Scholars**
https://www.cosmosclubfoundation.org/scholars
$1,500 - $3,000 grant to meet specific research needs not covered by other supporting funds (e.g. small items of equipment). Applicants must be enrolled at an institution of the Consortium of Universities of the Washington Metropolitan Area.

**Commonwealth Scholarship**
https://www.acu.ac.uk/funding-opportunities/for-students/
Eligible for Commonwealth citizens intending to pursue postgraduate study or doctoral study at Commonwealth universities. Deadlines variable.

**DAAD Annual Grants**
Undergraduate scholarship eligible for foreign nationals attending a US institution for an undergraduate degree to study in the Federal Republic of Germany. Applications in all fields accepted, with the exception of dentistry, medicine, pharmacy, and veterinary medicine.
Deadlines variable.

**DAAD RISE**  
[https://www.daad.de/rise/en/](https://www.daad.de/rise/en/)  
DAAD RISE (Research Internships in Science and Engineering) - Summer internship program for undergraduate students from the US, Canada and the UK in the fields of biology, chemistry, physics, earth sciences and engineering. Opportunities to work with research groups at universities and research institutions across Germany. International students enrolled in a degree-seeking program in the US are eligible to apply. Deadline: sometime in January.

**DAAD RISE Professional**  
[https://www.daad.de/rise/en/rise-professional/](https://www.daad.de/rise/en/rise-professional/)  
DAAD RISE professional internship program with German companies for students from the US and Canada who are recent graduates, Master and PhD students from North American universities in the fields of biology, chemistry, engineering, geology, and physics (or a closely related field). International students enrolled in a degree-seeking program in the US are eligible to apply. Deadline: sometime in January.

**DAAD Study Scholarships**  
Scholarship supports 1-2 years of graduate study and research at any university or research institute in Germany. Scholarships are granted for one academic year (10 months) with the possibility of a one-year extension for students completing a full degree program in Germany. Foreign nationals are eligible if they have been full-time students at an accredited US or Canadian University for at least two years at the time of application. Deadlines variable.

**Davis-Putter Scholarships**  
Need-based grants (up to $6,000) to undergraduate or graduate students actively working for peace and justice on campus and/or in the community. Deadline: April 1st.

**Echoing Green Foundation Fellowships**  
[http://www.echoinggreen.org/fellowship/](http://www.echoinggreen.org/fellowship/)  
Provides seed funding and support to more than 450 social entrepreneurs with bold ideas for social change in order to launch groundbreaking organizations around the world. A stipend of $60,000 for individuals ($90,000 for 2-person partnerships) paid in four equal installments over two years. Must demonstrate sufficient English fluency to participate in interviews and Echoing Green events. Deadline: sometime in October-November.

**Edmund S. Muskie Professional Fellowship Program**  
[https://culturalvistas.org/muskie/](https://culturalvistas.org/muskie/)  
Fellowships for Fulbright Foreign students seeking a graduate degree at a U.S. university. The program enables fellows to learn practical skills for working in the U.S. and encourages them to implement those skills while working in their home countries. Fellowships are awarded to young and mid-career individuals who are citizens from Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic, Moldova, the Russian Federation, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Ukraine, or Uzbekistan.
Elie Wiesel Prize in Ethics
https://eliewieselfoundation.org/prize-in-ethics/
Essay contest for full-time juniors or seniors. Requires a faculty advisor. Prizes range from $500 - $5,000. Deadline: early December.

Elizabeth Greenshields Foundation Grant for Artists
https://www.elizabethgreenshieldsfoundation.org
$10,000 (Canadian) award for talented artists. No age limit. Not for those pursuing abstract or nonrepresentational art. Rolling deadline.

Environmental Research and Education Foundation
https://erefdn.org/
Recognizes excellence in environmental research and education. Must demonstrate clear interest in solid waste management research. Doctoral and post-doctoral scholarships are awarded up to $12,000 per year, and can be extended for up to 3 years from the initial award date. Master’s scholarships are awarded up to $5,000 per year and can be extended for up to 2 years from the initial award date. Deadline: early June.

Global Undergraduate Exchange Program (UGRAD)
https://exchanges.state.gov/non-us/program/global-undergraduate-exchange-program-global-ugrad
Fellowships to first-, second-, and third-year undergraduate students from Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Moldova, Russian Federation, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Ukraine, and Uzbekistan. Supports one year of non-degree undergraduate study in the United States in particular fields, such as accounting, agriculture, business, computer science, criminal justice, economics, education, environmental management, international relations, journalism, law, political science, psychology, and sociology.

Exploration Fund of the Explorers Club
https://www.explorers.org/grants/the-exploration-fund-grant
$2,500-5,000 grants in support of exploration and field research. Funds given primarily to graduate students. Deadline: early December.

Finlandia Foundation National Trust Scholarship
https://finlandiafoundation.org/programs/
Scholarships are available for full-time undergraduate and graduate students of all academic disciplines enrolled in accredited post-secondary schools in the United States and Finland. Candidates must have achieved sophomore or higher status prior to receiving the award and must have maintained a 3.0 GPA. Deadline: early February

The Finnish Cultural Foundation
https://skr.fi/en
Seeks to promote and develop cultural and economic life in Finland by providing grants to
individuals and groups working in the sciences and the arts, and to people and organizations in other fields of intellectual and cultural endeavor. Grants are awarded annually from the Foundation's Central Fund and 17 Regional Funds, as well as various donor funds. Deadline: early February.

**Fulbright**  
Educational exchanges that strengthen understanding and communication between the United States and over students from 140 countries. Students interested in applying for the Fulbright Student Program must apply through the Fulbright Program Office in their home country. Deadlines variable.

**Gates Cambridge Scholarships**  
[https://www.gatescambridge.org/](https://www.gatescambridge.org/)  
Applicants may be citizens of any country outside the United Kingdom. One to three years of study in any discipline at Cambridge University. Candidates apply directly through Cambridge. Deadlines: 15 October (US citizens) 1 December (non-US citizens).

**Goldman Sachs Emerging Leaders Series**  
[https://www.goldmansachs.com/careers/students/programs/americas/emerging-leaders-series.html](https://www.goldmansachs.com/careers/students/programs/americas/emerging-leaders-series.html)  
Award for outstanding first year college students of any field of study at participating institutions that identify as Black and/or Hispanic/Latinx and are interested in working with Goldman Sachs revenue division. Must demonstrate competency in spoken and written English. Deadlines: Early February.

**Herbert Scoville Jr. Peace Fellowships**  
For college graduates to serve 6 – 9 months with a participating organization of their choice in Washington DC while receiving a stipend. Prospective Fellows are expected to demonstrate excellent academic accomplishments and a strong interest in issues of peace and security. Graduate study, a college major, course work, or substantial independent reading that reflects the substantive focus of the fellowship is also a plus. Prior experience with public-interest activism or advocacy is highly desirable. Deadline: early October (Spring), early January (Fall).

**Humane Studies Fellowships**  
[https://www.theihs.org/funding-opportunities/](https://www.theihs.org/funding-opportunities/)  
For undergraduate and graduate students interested in the classical liberal/libertarian tradition of individual rights and market economies. More than 100 fellowships from $2,000 to $15,000 are awarded annually. Deadline: late December.

**Inter American Press Association (IAPA) Scholarship**  
For young journalists and journalism school graduates from Canada, Latin America, the Caribbean. Journalists or journalism school seniors or graduates between 21 and 35 years of age. U.S. and Canadian Scholars will receive US
$20,000 for the duration of their stay abroad. Deadline: Early March.

**International Dissertation Research Fellowship (IDRF)**

[https://www.ssrc.org/programs/idrf/](https://www.ssrc.org/programs/idrf/)

Up to 50 fellowships to support social scientists and humanists conducting dissertation field research in all areas and regions of the world. Fellowship amounts vary depending on the research plan, with a per-fellowship average of $18,750.

**REX Small Grants Fund**

[https://www.irex.org/participate-projects](https://www.irex.org/participate-projects)

Grants between $2,500 and $10,000 for projects to support civil society organizations, education professionals, media, and journalists in the Middle East and North Africa.

**ISA Educational Foundation Scholarships**


Various scholarships for those demonstrating outstanding potential for long-range contribution to the fields of automation and control. Scholarship awards support tuition and related expenses and research activities and initiatives. Deadline: mid-February.

**Jack Kent Cooke Graduate Arts Award**

[https://www.jkcf.org/our-scholarships/](https://www.jkcf.org/our-scholarships/)

Graduating seniors or recent alumni. Open to students in the performing arts, visual arts, and creative writing to pursue a graduate degree at any accredited university in the US or abroad. Award is up to $50,000 per year for up to 3 years. Deadline: mid-February.

**Jack Kent Cooke Dissertation Fellowship Award**

[https://www.jkcf.org/our-scholarships/](https://www.jkcf.org/our-scholarships/)

For advanced doctoral students whose dissertation proposal has been accepted. Focus on high-achieving, low-income students to enable their better understanding of their educational pathways and experiences and enable parents, policymakers, and practitioners to better support such students in achieving their full potential. One-time award of up to $25,000, which may be used for a period of 9 to 18 months. Deadline: early February.

**Jack Kent Cooke Undergraduate Transfer Scholarships**

[https://www.jkcf.org/our-scholarships/](https://www.jkcf.org/our-scholarships/)

Community college students who are sophomores or recent alumni. Open to all fields of study at any accredited university in the US or abroad. Meant to enable community college students to transfer to a 4-year institution in order to complete a bachelor’s degree. Award is up to $30,000 per year for an average of 2.5 years. Deadline: late January.

**Japan-IMF Scholarship Program for Advanced Studies**


A two-year program intended to help Japanese nationals obtaining Ph.D. degrees in macroeconomics and preparing them to work as economists at the International Monetary Fund.
(IMF). JISP covers all reasonable expenses for two years of graduate study Deadline: late January.

**Japan Inter-American Development Bank Scholarship Program**  
Scholarship program for students from the Bank’s borrowing member countries (see website) who wish to pursue Master's degree in development-related fields, such as social sciences, business, public administration or other related disciplines (except law and medicine). Scholarship recipients may attend accredited institutions offering Master's programs, located in any of the member countries. The scholarship provides benefits covering full tuition, university medical and accident insurance, an installation allowance, a monthly subsistence allowance, a book allowance, and economy class travel. Deadline variable per region.

**John Bayliss Radio Scholarship**  
[http://www.beaweb.org/bayliss/radio.html](http://www.beaweb.org/bayliss/radio.html)  
$5,000 scholarships for juniors and seniors majoring in Broadcast Communications. Although financial need is a consideration, students of merit with an extensive history of radio-related activities are given preference. Deadline: early Spring (applied towards study in the fall semester)

**Joint Japan/World Bank Graduate Scholarship Regular Program**  
For individuals from World Bank member countries to undertake graduate studies at any university located in a World Bank member country except their own. Suggested fields of study: economics, public administration, finance, planning, health, population, agriculture, infrastructure, information systems and aquatic resources (provided that the focus of study is on public policy aspects of these fields), environment and natural resource management, education, and other development-related subjects. Deadline: early May.

**Josephine de Karman Scholarships**  
[http://www.dekarman.org](http://www.dekarman.org)  
$16,000 scholarship to support either the final year of study for juniors or for PhD candidates with ABD status. For PhD candidates defending dissertations during application term and undergraduates entering their senior year. Special consideration will be given to applicants in the Humanities. Deadline: late January.

**Kate Neal Kinley Memorial Fellowship**  
[https://faa.illinois.edu/research/research-funding-resources/kate-Neal-Kinley-memorial-fellowship/](https://faa.illinois.edu/research/research-funding-resources/kate-Neal-Kinley-memorial-fellowship/)  
Annual fellowship ($7,500; $15,000; or an alternate award of $1,000) for advanced study of Fine Arts to enhance professional standing or to finance a special project. Preference for candidates under 25 years. Deadline: early December.

**King Faisal Foundation Scholarship**  
[http://www.advance-africa.com/King-Faisal-Foundation-Scholarships.html](http://www.advance-africa.com/King-Faisal-Foundation-Scholarships.html)  
Funding opportunity up to three years for Muslim students in Medicine, Engineering, and
sciences (Physics, Chemistry, and Geology). For study at an accredited European or North American university. Deadline: late May.

**Kosciuszko Foundation**  
[https://thekf.org/what-we-do/grants-scholarships/](https://thekf.org/what-we-do/grants-scholarships/)  
Awards a number of scholarships to qualified undergraduate and graduate students for full-time studies at accredited colleges and universities in the United States. Must be a U.S. citizen of Polish descent or a Polish citizen with permanent residency status in the U.S. Deadlines variable.

**The Li Foundation, Inc. Student Scholar Grants**  
[https://www.lifoundation.org/the-heritage-prize/](https://www.lifoundation.org/the-heritage-prize/)  
For graduate students from China (including Taiwan) to study international affairs in the U.S. for one to two years. Scholars must be nominated by an approved Chinese educational or U.S. educational or research institution. Grant provides funds to cover cost of living, professional expenses, and return transportation to China. Deadlines variable.

**Leader of the Pack Scholarships**  
Provides funding for students who completed two semesters at NCSU and intend to remain there. Applicants must also be recognized by their community as leaders. Deadline: late September.

**Lindbergh Grants**  
[https://lindberghfoundation.org/grants/](https://lindberghfoundation.org/grants/)  
Provides grants of up to $10,580 to men and women whose individual initiative and work in a wide spectrum of disciplines furthers the Lindberghs’ vision of a balance between the advance of technology and the preservation of the natural/human environment. Deadline: Early June.

**M.A. Cartland Shackford Medical Fellowship**  
[https://www.wellesley.edu/careereducation/resources/schimke-and-shackford-graduate-fellowships-women-graduates-any-us-institution](https://www.wellesley.edu/careereducation/resources/schimke-and-shackford-graduate-fellowships-women-graduates-any-us-institution)  
Series of fellowships ranging from $11,000-$25,000 based on either merit or need or both. For women graduates of any American Institution study medicine with a view to general practice. Deadline: Early January.

**MacDowell Colony Residencies**  
[https://www.macdowell.org/apply/apply-for-fellowship](https://www.macdowell.org/apply/apply-for-fellowship)  
250 fellowships to artists in seven disciplines (architecture, music composition, film and video, interdisciplinary art, theatre, visual art, and literature). Receive room, board, and exclusive use of one of the 32 studios on the property Deadlines: mid-September (winter/spring), mid January (summer), mid April (fall)

**Margaret McNamara Memorial Fund Grants**  
[https://www.mmeg.org/apply](https://www.mmeg.org/apply)
Awards five to six grants to women from developing countries about $11,000 each year to help further their education and strengthen their leadership skills to improve the lives of women and children in the developing world.

**Mayo Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship (SURF) Program**
http://www.mayo.edu/mgs/surf.html
$5000 research fellowships for undergraduate students dedicated to scientific research alongside professional biomedical scientists. Deadline: early February.

**Microsoft Scholarships**
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/?ql=4
***Visit this page and search scholarships in the search bar***
Various scholarships for undergraduate students interested in computer science and related technical disciplines. One year award for students attending institutions in the United States, Canada, and Mexico, required that the student complete a salaried summer internship. Deadline: early February.

**National Association of Black Journalists (NABJ) Scholarships**
https://nabjonline.org/blog/2022-2023-scholarships-fellowships-and-internships/
Student members of NABJ, foreign or American born, currently attending or entering an accredited four-year college/university in the U.S. or those who are candidates for graduate school are eligible for up to $25,000 per year. Deadlines variable.

**Mandella Rhodes Scholarship**
https://www.mandlarhodes.org/scholarship/apply/
Up to 14 scholarships offered for disadvantaged South African students to pursue post graduate study in the United Kingdom. Deadline: mid-September.

**The Norway-America Association**
http://www.noram.no/?lid=44
Offers stipends to Norwegian citizens for graduate study and research in the U.S. Applicants must be members of the Norway-America Association (NAA) and must have completed a minimum of a Bachelor's degree. Award amounts range from $ 2,000 to $ 20,000. Deadline: early January.

**Onassis Foundation Scholarships**
https://www.onassis.org/initiatives/scholarships

**Organization of American States (OAS) Fellowships**
http://www.oas.org/en/scholarships/
For graduate study or research in any field except medical sciences or introductory language study. Studies may be carried out by on-site or by distance education or a combination of both,
and must always be undertaken on a full-time basis. The scholarship is awarded for a minimum period of one academic year and a maximum of two academic years.

**Open Society Institute (OSI) Individual Fellowships and Scholarships**
[http://www.soros.org/grants](http://www.soros.org/grants)
Provides support for fellowships, scholarships, and related activities that empower individuals throughout the world to improve the social, political, and intellectual environments of their home communities. Many scholarships and fellowships available. Deadlines variable.

**Open Society Institute (OSI) Global Supplementary Grand Program**
[http://www.soros.org/grants](http://www.soros.org/grants)
Supplementary grants to students from select countries of Eastern and Central Europe, the former Soviet Union, and Mongolia. Purpose is to enable qualified students to pursue doctoral studies in the humanities and social sciences at accredited universities in Asia, Australia, Europe, the Middle/Near East, and North America. Deadline: early April.

**Paul and Daisy Soros Foundation Fellowship for New Americans**
For seniors or recent graduates to pursue up to two years of graduate study in any field and in any advanced degree-granting program in the United States. Each award is for up to $25,000 in maintenance grants and up to $20,000 in tuition support for each year of graduate study supported, a total of as much as $90,000. The program is intended to support individuals who will continue to regard the U.S. as their principal residence and focus of national identity. Deadline: early November.

**P.E.O. International Peace Scholarship Fund**
Provides scholarships to international women students to pursue graduate study in the U.S. or Canada. Maximum scholarship is $12,500, renewable for up to two years. Does not include travel costs.

**Peace Scholar Dissertation Fellowship**
[https://www.usip.org/](https://www.usip.org/)
Supports doctoral dissertations that explore the sources and nature of international conflict, and strategies to prevent or end conflict and to sustain peace. Citizens of all countries are eligible, but must be enrolled in an accredited college or university in the United States. Deadline: early January.

**Peterhouse Research Studentships, University of Cambridge**
[https://www.pet.cam.ac.uk/graduate-studentships-competition](https://www.pet.cam.ac.uk/graduate-studentships-competition)
Candidates must be graduates of a University in the United Kingdom or elsewhere, under 28 years of age, expecting to work at Peterhouse. There is a central admissions scheme for postgraduate entry into the University of Cambridge and it is not necessary to apply separately to Peterhouse. Deadlines: late June, September, December.
Phi Kappa Phi Fellowships
https://www.phikappaphi.org/grants-awards/fellowship
Sixty fellowships of $5,000 and forty Awards of Excellence of $2,000 each to members entering the first year of graduate or professional study. Each Phi Kappa Phi chapter may select one candidate from among its local applicants to compete for the Society-wide awards. Deadline: early April

Phillips Exeter Academy Fellowships & Internships
https://exeter.edu/internships-and-fellowships
Six to eight recent college graduates join Phillip Exeter’s faculty as teaching interns. Aims to encourage talented young men and women to become secondary school teachers and to help prepare them for such a career. For these positions at least a bachelor's degree is required in the specific, advertised field or a related field. Rolling admission.

Rhodes Scholarships for Non-U.S. Citizens
http://www.rhodestrust.org/
1-3 years of study at Oxford University for citizens of Australia, Bangladesh, Bermuda, Canada, Commonwealth Caribbean and Jamaica, Germany, Hong Kong, India Kenya, Malaysia, New Zealand, Pakistan, Singapore, South Africa, Uganda, Zambia, and Zimbabwe. Deadline: Early October.

The Roothbert Fund Scholarship Program
https://www.roothbertfund.org/scholarships
Approximately 20 ($5,000-$7,000) awards are offered to students in the U.S. in need of financial aid to further their education at the undergraduate or graduate level. The Fund seeks candidates who are "motivated by spiritual values," and works to foster fellowship among them. Deadline: late January.

Rotalia Foundation
http://www.rotalia.ee/et.html
Scholarships and research grants for individuals in the U.S. and abroad who read, speak, and understand Estonian. Grants are given at all levels – undergraduate, graduate, postgraduate, and for research. The Foundation is particularly interested in supporting qualified individuals in the U.S. to study in Estonia, and individuals in Estonia to study in the U.S.

Rotary Peace Scholarship
Rotary Peace Fellows are leaders promoting national and international cooperation, peace, and the successful resolution of conflict throughout their lives, in their careers, and through service activities. Fellows can earn either a master’s degree in international relations, public administration, sustainable development, peace studies, conflict resolution, or a related field, or a professional development certificate in peace and conflict resolution. Seventy scholarships are offered worldwide. Deadline: early July.

Samuel Huntington Public Service Fellowship Award
https://www.samuelhuntingtonaward.org/
Annual stipend of $30,000 for a graduating college senior to pursue public service anywhere in the world. The award allows recipients to engage in a meaningful public service activity for one year before proceeding on to graduate school or a career. Deadline: mid-January.

Smithsonian Fellowships
https://fellowships.si.edu/
Unless noted otherwise, all Smithsonian fellowships (graduate, pre-doctoral, post-doctoral, senior) opportunities are open to non-US citizens. Applicants are evaluated on their academic standing, scholarly qualifications, experiences, the quality of the research project or study proposed and its suitability to Smithsonian collections, facilities, and programs. Deadlines variable.

Society of Women Engineers
https://swe.org/scholarships/
Various awards for women pursuing baccalaureate or graduate degrees in engineering or computer science, as well as engineering and computer science students enrolled in ABET-accredited engineering programs. Deadline: mid February (sophomores through graduate students), mid-May (freshmen)

South East Asian Studies Summer Institute (SEASSI) Tuition Fellowships
https://seassi.wisc.edu/financial-aid/
Tuition Scholarships awarded are partial reductions of the program fees. SEASSI offers course instruction in Burmese, Hmong, Javanese, Indonesian, Khmer, Lao, Tagalog, Thai and Vietnamese.

South Pacific Scholarship Program
Two special degree study programs for citizens of South Pacific nations and East Timor. Scholarships are awarded for undergraduate degree study. Priority is given to applicants seeking degrees that address national development needs. Deadline: Early February.

NAEd/Spencer Foundation Dissertation Fellowship
https://www.spencer.org/training-grants
$27,500 fellowships to supports individuals whose dissertations show potential for bringing fresh, constructive perspectives to the history, theory, or practice of formal or informal education anywhere in the world. Deadline: late October.

Statens Lanekasse for Utdanning
http://www.lanekassen.no/Toppmeny/Languages/
Provides educational grants and loans for Norwegian students abroad. Applicants must be in at least their sophomore year of undergraduate study. Apply for funding as soon as you get accepted to your desired program of study.

Student Academy Awards
http://www.oscars.org/saa/
Awards and cash grants offered for student films judged in four categories: Animation,
Documentary, Narrative and Alternative. An outstanding student filmmaker from outside the U.S. is honored each year. Deadlines: early April (domestic application), late March (foreign application)

Studenica Foundation  
http://www.studena.org/accomplishments.html  

The Sweden-America Foundation  
http://www.sweamfo.se/  
Awards approximately 40 fellowships for graduate, postgraduate and post-doc studies in the U.S. and Canada. Swedish Citizens with a completed undergraduate degree are eligible to apply. Every year, the Sweden-America Foundation awards approximately 40 fellowships for Graduate, Postgraduate and Post Doc Studies in the United States and Canada. Deadline: mid-September.

Swiss Benevolent Society of New York Scholarships  
http://www.sbsny.org/sbs_scholarships.html  
Merit based awards for study at the undergraduate, graduate, and professional levels both in the U.S. and abroad. The applicant or one of his or her parents must be a Swiss national. Deadline: late March.

Swiss Friends of the USA  
https://www.swiss-am.net/stipendien?lang=en  
Each year five to seven scholarships are awarded to Swiss citizens to give them the opportunity to study in the US.

Tavitian Foundation, Inc.  
https://tavitianfoundation.org/  
Scholarships primarily to individuals who are natural or adoptive children, grandchildren, or great-grandchildren of an Armenian or Eastern European parent, grandparent, or great-grandparent. Recipients may use their award at any approved institution for any course of study. Recipients are called upon to make non-binding moral commitment to assist needy students in the future, if they are ever in the position to do so. Recipients are selected on the basis of standardized test scores, recommendations, financial need, and personal interviews, and strong preference to those of Armenian or Eastern European descent. Mail: c/o Syncsort Inc., 50 Tice Blvd., Woodcliff Lake, NJ 07677.

The Thomas Cholnoky Foundation, Inc.  
Scholarships, research grants, and travel expenses to students and graduates of certain Hungarian universities for study in the US. Completion of formal application required, including academic standing, financial need, personal history, cost of program, and purpose. Tel: 203-869-7600. Mail: 100 Old Church Rd., Greenwich, CT 06830.

UNESCO/Japan Young Researchers' Fellowship Programme Fellowships
Young researchers with advanced degrees (M.A., M.Sc. or equivalent) from developing countries majoring in one of our areas: environment, intercultural dialogue, information and communication technologies, and peaceful conflict resolution. Deadline: early January.

**UNCF Scholarships and Grants**
http://www.uncf.org/forstudents/scholarship.asp
A series of scholarships which hold their own eligibility criteria, open/close dates and required documents. In order to apply for a UNCF Program Services Scholarship, you must apply through the online application process. Deadlines variable.

**Vatra Educational Foundation**
http://www.vatrafoundation.org/
The Vatra Foundation offers grants to students of Albanian lineage studying in the U.S. Tel: 718-365-6930 or 516-354-6598. Mail: 2437 Southern Blvd., Bronx, NY 10458.

**Sanger Prize Competition**
http://www.sanger.ac.uk/workstudy/placements/
The Vacation Scholarship is intended to provide promising undergraduates with 'hands-on' experience of research during the summer vacation and to encourage them to consider a career in research. Deadlines variable.

**Woodrow Wilson Dissertation Fellowships in Women’s Studies**
https://citizensandscholars.org/fellowships/for-scholars-education-leaders/dissertation-fellowship-in-womens-studies/
The Woodrow Wilson Women's Studies program, the only national fellowship for doctoral work on issues of women and gender, supports dissertation writing for Ph.D. candidates in the humanities and social sciences doing interdisciplinary and original work on these issues. Applicants must be enrolled in a Ph.D. program in the United States (temporarily suspended).

**Worldstudio AIGA Scholarships**
https://www.aiga.org/professional-development/aiga-worldstudio-scholarships
Undergraduate or graduate students pursuing degrees in the fine or commercial arts, design or architecture. Applicants must be citizens of the United States or be in possession of a Green Card. Deadline: early April.

**Scholarship Databases:**